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I. INTRODUCTION 
The theory underlying the design of sample surveys includes many 
complex mathematical concepts. However, a simple notion basic to the 
completion of any sample is that once a particular population has been 
properly defined, the sampler must have available a list of sampling 
units known as a frame. It is possible that a complete listing of the 
population is available. If not, the population may be redefined to 
include only those elements in some available frame. It is also quite 
possible, however, that any given frame does not completely cover the 
population in question, and there exists no satisfactory compromise of 
the original population. Then it is necessary to supplement the original 
frame with additional frames such that the population is covered. Even 
in cases when one frame covers the population, it may be economically 
advantageous to include additional frames from which the sampling costs 
are less. Both of these situations are representative of the general 
problem known as multiple overlapping sampling frames. 
One of the earliest uses of multiple sampling frames was the "Sample 
Survey of Retail Stores" by the Bureau of the Census (2) which combined 
a list of names, known as a list frame, and an area frame. This study 
did not allow the inclusion of an element from the area frame that was 
included in the sample from the list frame ; therefore, the frames were 
essentially not overlapping. 
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The development of the theory basic to this problem is largely due 
to the efforts of H, 0. Hartley and his associates during the past nine 
years. The notation introduced by Hartley (10) will be followed 
throughout this thesis. This notation can best be illustrated by 
assuming that two overlapping frames, A and B, cover the population. 
These two overlapping frames generate three groups of elements which 
will be called domains. That is, some elements will be contained in 
frame A only, some in frame B only and some in both. In general, 
whenever n overlapping frames are being utilized, 2" - 1 domains will 
result. Hartley's convention is to use capital letter subscripts for 
all means, variances, population sizes, and sample sizes pertaining to 
the frames. The number of elements in frames A and B would then be 
and Ng, respectively. The notation is similar for the domains except 
that lower case Latin letter subscripts are used. The domain sizes 
resulting from two overlapping frames would be Ng, and N]j, where 
elements contained in both frames A and B comprise domain ab. 
These notational concepts are made clear by the following schematic 
presentation of Lund (13). 
Figure 1. THE POPULATION STRUCTURE RESULTING FROM THE 
EMPLOYMENT OF TWO OVERLAPPING FRAMES 
Frame A of size N^ ^>1 
Population of size N 
Frame B of size N, 
I 
"B >1 
("a' "a. Cr|) dab' "ab' 
Domain a —..Domain ab 
("b' (%b) 
Domain b 
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A similar schematic presentation of the notation for samples of 
size n^ from and n^ from Ng is given in Figure 2. Note that n^jj is 
the number of elements sampled from frame A that fall in domain ab, and 
that n^b is the number of elements sampled from frame B that fall in 
domain ab. Note furthermore that 
"a + "ab = "A (1.1) 
and 
"ab + "b = "B ' (1.2) 
Figure 2. THE COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE SIZES AND MEANS 
WHEN SAMPLING FROM TWO OVERLAPPING FRAMES 
Sampling from frame A gives: 
Sampling from frame B gives: 
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Underlying the above schematic presentations is the assumption 
that it is possible to determine whether each element included in the 
sample is contained in the other frame. However, the sampler is afforded 
the flexibility of employing different sampling designs in the two frames 
if the composition of the frames is sufficiently different. One frame 
may be an area frame consisting of a list of geographical units from 
which a cluster sample could be drawn. If the second frame is a list of 
names, it could be sampled in a simple random manner. 
Hartley (10) classified the knowledge of the frame sizes and domain 
sizes into four principal situations. The degree of complexity of 
estimating the population total increases with each successive case. 
These cases are described in Table 1. 
The first situation reduces to the familiar case of stratified 
sampling. The methodology of this case is well covered in standard texts 
on sampling theory such as Cochran (6) and Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow (2). 
In case 4 it is possible to estimate means only and not population totals. 
Therefore, we will consider only cases 2 and 3 in this thesis. 
We will examine the previous results in detail and propose alter­
native estimating procedures for these two cases. The properties of these 
competing estimators will then be compared. 
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Table 1. PRINCIPAL SITUATIONS IN MULTIPLE FRAME SURVEYS 
Case 
Knowledge of frame 
and domain sizes Allocation possible 
Nature 
of domains 
All domain sizes 
known 
Allocate sample 
sizes to domains 
Domains are 
strata 
All domain sizes 
known 
Domain sizes un­
known and frame 
sizes known 
Both domain and 
frame sizes un­
known 
Only to frames 
Only to frames 
Only to frames 
Domains are 
post-strata 
Domains are 
domains 
proper 
Domains are 
population 
domains of 
unknown 
size 
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U .  LITERATURE REVIEW 
Hartley (10) defined estimating procedures and examined the result­
ing variances when sampling is from multiple frames. Cases 2 and 3 of 
Table 1 were studied and separate estimating procedures were recommended 
for the two cases. Hartley proposed a general method of weight variables 
be utilized in both cases. He defined 
u. = y. if the i*"^ unit is in domain a, 
I X 
= py^ if the i*^ unit is in domain ab, 
when sampling from frame A. Similarly, 
Uj^ = qy^ if the i^h unit is in domain ab, 
= y. if the i^^ unit is in domain b, 
when sampling from frame B. The weights p and q are such that p + q = 1. 
The elements in domain ab have been reproduced such that the two 
overlapping frames are now two mutually exclusive strata of sizes and 
Ng. That isj in stratum A, elements have the value py., and in 
stratum B, elements have the value qy^^. Then Y, the population total 
of the original y-characteristic of N = Ng + + Ny elements, is equal 
to the total of N* = u-elements since 
Y = ?a + Tab + ^ b = ^ a + (P+q)Yab + ^ b = (2.1) 
This approach permits the application of the usual stratified samp­
ling techniques in the construction of the estimator and its variance. 
Adding the stratum estimates of the total of the u-characteristic gives 
an estimate of U and hence Y. To obtain estimates of the population mean 
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of the characteristic y ,  Hartley suggests the introduction of a new 
random variable defined as follows: 
Frame A: 
Frame B: 
X£ = 1 if the i*-^ unit is in domain a. 
X£ = p if the i^^ unit is in domain ab. 
x^ = 1 if the i^^ unit is in domain b. 
x^ = q if the i^^ unit is in domain ab. 
Thus the sum of the estimates of the total of x for the two strata 
estimates N. One may then use the ratio estimator Û/N to estimate the 
population mean where 
Û = (Ya + pyâb) + (qyab + yb> 
and 
N = — (na + pn^b) + ^  (qn^|, + n^). 
"a "B 
The expressions y^ and y^ are sample totals for domains a and b, 
respectively. The expressions y^t and are the totals of elements 
in domain ab drawn from frames A and B, respectively. When the domain 
sizes are known. Hartley proposes the following post stratified estimator 
of Y when simple random sampling is utilized in both frames. 
YR = Na7a + Nab(pyâb + qYab) + Nbyb, (2.2) 
where 
ya = r — = — ' (2.3) 
i=l "a "a 
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^ Zi = yâb , (2.4) 
y K =  Z  ^  =  Z b  ( 2 . 5 )  
^ i = 1 "b n. b 
and 
,11 
à^b = Zi = ^ab (2.6) 
i = 1 "ab 
ab 
Ignoring finite population correction terms and utilizing the fact 
that the variance of a post-stratified estimator is approximately equal 
to that of a proportionally allocated stratified sample. Hartley 
approximated the variance of Yg as follows: 
Var ($g) = N| jll - a)crl + ap^ ctL] 
where 
"A 
+ Ng fd - P)ab + (2.7) 
"B 
" " ^ab/%' (2.8) 
P = \b/%' (2.9) 
(fa ="5^ (y, - ' 
i=l N, 
(2.10) 
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Nab 
<5ab= I (2-11) 
and 
'ab 
i = 1 ^ab 
(?b = Z <yi - v' • (2-12) 
1 = 1 \ 
Minimizing (217) with respect to p, n^ and ng, subject to the cost 
equation 
C = + cgng , (2.13) 
results in the following bi-quadratic expression for p: 
!A_p! -^o-p^gib _ (214) 
.=/ cr2(l-p) + Pq2o-2^ 
Expression (2.14) may be difficult to solve in a practical problem and 
multiple roots for p can be expected. In this case one must substitute 
the roots into expression (2.7) to determine which root minimizes the 
A 
variance of Y^. Hartley points out that a further difficulty is possible 
in the rare cases in which the minimum is attained on the boundary of the 
p, n^ng space. If this occurs, the possible roots will not give an 
absolute minimum of (2.7). Then one must consult the literature on 
optimum allocation in stratified sampling to find a solution. 
The estimator of Y and its variance change when one no longer has 
knowledge of the domain sizes. In case 3 the estimator suggested by 
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Hartley is 
0 _ Na (Ya + Pyàb) + % + QYab) ; <2.15) 
ÏIJ — 
"A *8 
where yàb is the total of the characteristic y of the elements in domain 
ab sampled from frame A and y^^ is the total of the characteristic y of 
A 
the elements in domain ab sampled from frame B. The variance of Y„ is 
approximated as follows: 
Var(Y g: ? ) i CA'-A) < ?a-P?ab)^| 
»A Ca-I) 
^ r (i.p)cr2 ^  + p(l-P)(NB-nB)(? b'S? ab) | • <2-«> 
"B (%-!) 
Note that the variance expression (2.16) includes the variance expression 
(2.7) plus two terms that are a function of the difference of domain means. 
This represents the increase in variance that results from not knowing 
the domain sizes. Again the solution for p, subject to the cost constraint 
(2.13), necessitates the solving of a bi-quadratic equation, unless the 
sample sizes can be regarded as known. 
A solution for p is developed in Cochran (4). The value of p in 
case 3 for given sample sizes is as follows: 
^ + 4^ [aab-(l-»ïab(ïb-ïabîl 
p = !!? . (2.17) 
"A "b 
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This expression for p^ results from the minimization of the variance 
A 
of Y y, (2.16). A difficulty with this result is that one is required 
to utilize estimates of the domain means and variances. 
Lund (13) also employed the weight variable approach, but utilized 
assumptions that simplified the expression for p^. For case 2, Lund 
found the following expression for po by minimizing the same variance 
function subject to the same cost constraints that Hartley considered. 
a n^ 
P _ = 
oL a n. + 
A 
"a^B 
"A% + "B^A 
(2.18) 
This expression is equivalent to (2.14) if the optimal sample sizes are 
used. To demonstrate this equivalence we must note that Hartley 
supplements his expression for p, (2.14), with the following expressions 
for the optimal sampling fractions: 
n 
A _ 
N. 
= C 
2 2 2 
C5a (1-a) + Q!p O ab 
1/2 
(2.19) 
and 
(1-P) + Pq 
ab 
-B 
1/2 
(2.20) 
where C is a constant determined to meet the cost constraint. For brevity, 
we may express (2.14) as 
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_C>a (l-«) + (5ab 
(1-P) + (2ab 
(2.21) 
From (2.19) and (2.20), 
1 = "A^A (2.22) 
and 
2 = (2.23) 
Then 
£ = 3^ 
which implies 
"A^B 
OL n^Ng + ngN* 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Therefore, Lund s expression for p is equivalent to Hartley's expression, 
assuming the optimal sampling fractions are utilized for Hartley's 
estimator. 
A 
In an attempt to reduce the variance of Y , Lund developed an 
estimator of Pqj^ that utilizes n^^ and n^^j. Lund found the variance of 
Hartley's proposed estimator conditional on p, n^y and n^], to be 
n 
• 
'^ab "ab 
^ b ^ b  (2.26) 
n. 
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Minimization of (2.26) as a function of p results in the solution 
Note that p^^, (2.18), is the ratio of the expected value of n^y to the 
expected value of n^y + n^y. Therefore, Lund's estimator of p^^ is 
proposed to be a function of n^y and n^^; which is logical since p is 
used to weight the elements sampled from the overlap domain ab. Substi­
tution of this expression for p into Hartley's original estimator (2.2), 
yields Lund's estimator of Y in case 2, which is 
' (2.28) 
where 
_ I »! . _ll ^11 
y* a ab^ab ab^ab . (2.29) 
"lb + ":b 
A 
The approximate variance of is 
Var (Yj_) i Ca + ^ ^PKab 
n^ an^+Png 
+ •'•-PXfb • (2.30) 
"B 
Lund's work extends Hartley's original consideration of the problem 
by assuming the optimal values for n^ and n^ are known. It is intuitively 
appealing to base the weights assigned to the elements sampled from domain 
ab on a function of the sample sizes drawn from ab. The degree of 
approximation of (2.30) is the same as (2.7). That is, both (2.7) and 
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(2.30) utilize the fact that the variance of a post-stratified 
estimator may be approximated by the usual stratified variance formulas 
assuming proportional allocation. It is well known that the resulting 
approximation ignores terms of order 1/n^, Cochran (6). Lund also 
states that has efficiency greater than or equal to that of Hartley's 
Yjj given in expression (2.2). This statement is easily verified by 
expanding the coefficients of <S in the two variance expressions to 
the second order terms. However, the difference in variances is order 
l/n2. 
Lund uses expression (2.28) as his starting point for case 3, when 
Ng, Ngjj and Ny are unknown. To use this expression in case 3, estimators 
of the unknown domain sizes must be utilized. There exist many methods 
of estimating the domain sizes. Several of these will be examined later 
in this chapter, and some new estimating procedures will be proposed in 
Chapter 4. Lund uses the expressions naNA nb% to estimate Ng and 
"A "B 
Njj. These estimators are both unbiased since 
and 
Two unbiased estimators of N_t are "ab^A "ab^B 
"A "B 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
These estimators 
are unbiased since 
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E(nàb) = "A^ab (2.33) 
and 
E(n%b) = "B^ab (2.34) 
A 
Using p and (1-p) as undetermined weights, for case 3 is found 
by substituting the estimators of the domain sizes into expression (2.28), 
which gives 
\ = VA^a + 
"A 
P"ab^A ^ (1-P)nab% 
"A "B 
ytb 
+ 
"b%yb ^ (2.35) 
"B 
where is defined in (2.29). 
The variance of Lund's estimator in case 3 is as follows: 
Var (Yj_) i f + MAMtf'Ptfab 
"A an^+png 
+ N2(l-P)db + «2(1-0)0 (Ya-PYa^ ^ 
+ Ng(l-p)p [ïb - (l-P)'^ab^ ^  • (2.36) 
"B 
2 
Except for the coefficient of ^^b' this expression is the same as the 
variance of Hartley's estimator, (2.16), for case 3. Note that the last 
two terms in (2.36) represent the increase in variance due to not knowing 
the domain sizes. These terms are small if the overlap is nearly complete 
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or is relatively small. 
Minimization of (2.36) as a function of p, n^ and ng, subject to 
the cost constraint (2.13), gives 
NA(l^)Ya ^  NB(l-p)(Yab-Yb) 
oL 
"A 
N^d-a) ^  Ng(l-p) 
n B 
(2.37) 
ab 
In any practical situation OL} p and the domain means will not be known. 
Therefore, estimators of these parameters are used to give 
PoL = 
^ ya+ ^  (^b-yb) 
"A "B 
Va 4- Vb 
' 4 n. 
(2.38) 
y5> 
A result of using this expression for is that is biased. A Taylor 
series approximation indicates that the second term of (2.35) is biased 
downward. That is. 
r PoL"4bNA + 
L "A 
(l-PoL)nab% 
^B 
ab ab 1-
"B^a + "A^b 
"A"B("B^a + "A^b) 
. (2.39) 
Lund's expression for p^ is simpler than Hartley's in both cases. 
Lund also states that his estimator is more efficient in both cases than 
Hartley's. However, in case three his estimator, as well as Hartley's, 
is biased since p^j^ must be estimated. 
Estimation is more difficult in case 3 than in case 2. The feature 
that distinguishes this case is the estimation of the domain sizes. Lund 
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used one method of estimating N^, and Ny. Cochran (4, 5) considers 
several other methods of estimating the domain dizes. The frame sizes 
are assumed known. Thus only need be estimated since estimators for 
A A A A 
Ng and Ny can be defined by Ng = NA-Ngb ^b ~ %"^ab* Cochran (5) 
first considers the same two unbiased estimates of that Lund used in 
deriving his estimator. Let 
(2.40) 
and 
(2.41) 
Then 
®ab,H = (2.42) 
and 
Var(Nab^g) = p2var(N^b) + (l-p)2var(N2b) • (2.43) 
The value of p that minimizes (2.43) given n^ and ng is 
(2.44) 
Var(N4^) + Var(N%t) 
Assuming sampling is with replacement, p^g may be expressed as 
follows: 
n^Nb + ngNg 
(2.45) 
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This, of course, is of modest practical use since both Ng and N|j are 
unknown. Assuming n^ and n^ are not previously determined, setting 
the partial derivative of (2.43) with respect to n^ and ng equal to zero 
and letting C = c^n^ + Cgng yields 
P 
p = _ 
NaQ!(1-O:)C^ 
1/2 
(2.46) 
N^a(l-a)c^ 
1/2 
+ (1-p) 
Ngp(l-p)cB 
1/2 
However, this expression has only two solutions, p = 0 or p = 1, unless 
NgP(l-P)Cg = N^(l-a)c^, in which case any p such that O^p^l will be a 
solution. The decision to let p equal 0 or 1 is a function of the sampling 
costs. If c^ = Cg, sampling should be entirely from the smallest frame. 
If + Cg and sampling costs are less in the smaller frame, sampling 
should be from the smaller, cheaper frame. If sampling costs are smaller 
in the larger frame, the decisions is a function of the unknown . 
Cochran (4) examines the modified chi-square approach presented by 
Bryant and King (3), where 
Modi? = > (Observed-Expected)" . (2.47) 
^ / Observed 
That is. 
ModOC 
n 
"a-^A^a 
NA 
+ 1 
"ab 
Kb " "ANab 
N A  
^ab 
nab - "B^ab 
N, B 
"b - "B^b 
Ni B 
(2.48) 
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Taking the partial derivative of (2.48) with respect to and 
setting it equal to zero, gives 
jA_ + _4_ 
n|K "b 
This result is appealing since is a function of only the assumed 
known frame sizes and various sample sizes. King (12) has found an 
approximate variance for expanding = f(n^^, "abj^A' %) 
in a Taylor series about E(ngy) and E(ng^j) . 
That is, is approximated as 
£ [Ê(n4b), E(n^t)| 
+ f>ab - EKb] 9({ÊKb)' E<"ab) |»A'»g 
8<b 
+ |°Sb - EKb^ 0 f^ (nV,  EKb)  ^ (2 50) 
B'âb 
and the variance approximated as follows: 
+ pk - EKb)] 3£|i(n'b), E(nSb) 
a-ib 
+ - E(n:b)| 3f[Ë(i.^i,), E(ii^b) 
8<b 
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-®|fKb">âb IVBI}^ • 
The approximate variance may also be expressed as follows: 
(2.51) 
I 
^ ^r^ |^ai^a2'^1'P2J ' (2.52) 
where 2 
- A 
= àSab 
Ô "lb 
/T
>
 
1 
3 "b Ngn^lNfi 
A2 
/
o
 
II = 4^ 
à«ab B"ab 
and 
rs = 
"A^aNab -"ANgNab 
K 
•"A^a^ab 
N 
A 
0 
Ni 
^A^a^ab 
N 
A 
0 "B^b^ab -"B^b^ab 
.t2 N: N: 
B "B 
-"BVab "B^b^ab 
N: B N; B 
(2.53) 
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The expressions CKg; and Bg are each evaluated at the expected 
values of n^ and n^. The matrix is the variance-covariance matrix 
of (n^, n^y, n^y, n^). In formulating it is assumed that the 
sampling fractions n^/N^ and ng/Ng are small and the population sizes 
A 
are large. The variance of is further considered by Cochran (5). 
A A 
He concludes that the variances of and g are identical to 
terms of order n. 
Cochran (4) also considered a maximum likelihood estimator of 
that we will review as presented. Williams (20) formed the likelihood 
function 
L(na, ny; n^^, n^^; N^y) 
"a*"ab* ^ I \ A j "b'"ab* \ % j j 
Note that thii kelihood function assumes that nj^y and n^y are binomial 
random variables. Therefore, this likelihood function would be correct 
if the sampling was with replacement. It would also furnish a good 
approximation if the sampling rates from the two frames were very small. 
Expression (2.54) can be rewritten as 
L(na, ny, n^^, "ab: ^ ab) = 
^a % "âb + "ab 
K(NA-Nab) («B-Nab) (W • (2.55) 
A 
Then the maximum likelihood estimator of Ng^, is the root of the 
quadratic 
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Nab,w(nA + nB)-Nab,w [("A + "3)(NA + Ng)-naNA-ntNBj 
+ N^NgCn;^ + n^y) = 0 (2.56) 
that maximizes (2.54). 
A 
To obtain an approximate expression for the variance of it 
was assumed that the sample is large enough that the large sample 
approximation for the variance of a maximum likelihood estimator may be 
utilized. This gives the result 
Var(Ôab,.) = («A + . (2.57) 
("A + "B) («3% + 
Cochran (4) also compared Var (Ngb/w) Var(Nay %), where 
Var(Nab,H) = P^^(l-a) + q^^pCl-p) (2.58) 
"B 
and 
= 2^ . (2.59) 
oH n^Nj^ + "B^a 
A A 
It was shown that Var(Nab,w)-Var(Nab^B) is proportional to 
(Nb-NA) • 
Thus Hartley's estimator will have the smaller variance whenever this 
expression is positive, which occurs whenever the largest sampling 
fraction has been taken from the smallest frame. For example, when Ng 
is greater than NA and nA/NA is greater than nB/^B; the second term is 
positive. Whenever the frames are the same size or the sample sizes are 
proportional to the frame sizes, nA/NA = HB/NB, the variances of the two 
estimators are equal to the level of approximation employed. 
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Basu (1) and Pathak (15, 16, 17) have published articles dealing 
with the concept of sufficient statistics in sampling theory. They have 
particular relevance to the problem of multiple overlapping frames. 
Pathak's (17) development will be reviewed and its relevance to sampling 
from multiple frames established. The following definitions are essential 
to his development. Let S be a countable set. A sampling scheme is de­
fined to be the set |j(s, p(s)^, s e ^  . That is, s is a sample and p(s) 
is the probability of observing the particular sample s. Two samples, 
s^ and S2 are said to be equivalent if they both contain the same 
elements of the population. For example, if is the i*-^ unit of the 
population, then s^ = (U^, Ug, Ug) and S2 = (U2, Ug, Ug, Ug) are 
equivalent. A partition of a sample space is a division of the totality 
of samples, S, into mutually disjoint subsets of S. A partition of S 
into subsets of equivalent samples is called a sufficient partition. A 
statistic T(s) induces a partition on S such that T(s) is the same for 
all samples contained in any subset sj. This holds for all subsets con­
tained in the partition Sj. T(s) is said to be sufficient if the parti­
tion induced by T is sufficient. 
Define the statistic T(s) by 
T(s) = 1^(1); U( 2 ) ;  . U ( d ) ^  ;  (2. 6 0 )  
where d is the number of distinct observations in the sample. Then T(s) 
is a sufficient statistic. The Rao-Blackwell theorem, as it applies to 
the current problem is stated as follows: Let T be a sufficient statistic 
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and f(s) be an unbiased estimator of some real valued parameter g(p,) . 
Then 
where y ^  indicates summation over all samples in is also unbiased 
and for a convex loss function has an expected loss that is equal to or 
smaller than that of any other estimator. 
Fathak then considers the concept of interpenetrating subsampling. 
This is a sampling scheme in which a sample of size n is drawn without 
replacement from a given population. The selected elements are then re­
placed in the population and a new sample of size n is drawn without 
replacement. In our situation a sample is drawn from frame A and the 
elements in domain ab may be considered replaced. Then a sample is drawn 
without replacement from the elements in the population included in 
frame B which includes domain ab. 
Define y^ to be the mean of all elements observed in k inter­
penetrating sampling schemes. That is, if the i*-^ element in the popu­
lation is observed more than once, then it enters into the calculation 
of the mean yj^ each time it is observed. Fathak then proves the follow­
ing theorems. 
Theorem; .An estimator uniformly better than the overall mean y^^ is given 
(2.61) 
by 
(2.62) 
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where denotes the average of the m distinct units observed in the 
samples. 
Corollary; For estimating the population mean, an estimator uniformly 
2^iyi with ]^c^=l is gv better than any linear function / .c^y% ^ c.= iven by y^, 
i= 1 i=l 
the mean of the m distinct units. 
Theorem: An estimator of the variance, 
S2 = £ (yi-Y)(N-l)-l ^ 
i=l 
which is uniformly better than 
S ^ =  (y i - y n ) ^ n - i ) " ^  k " ^  
is 
2 tr-S! 2 1 
i=l 
(2.63) 
where again m is the number of distinct elements included in the sample. 
Horvitz and Thompson (11) considered sampling schemes utilizing 
unequal probabilities without replacement from finite universes. Denote 
by i=l, 2;''',N, the value of the y-characteristic for the i^^ unit 
in a population. Consider the following estimator of the population 
total : 
T = . (2.64) 
Define for i=l,...,N, 
= 1 if is included in a sample of size n, 
= 0 ,  oth e r w i s e .  ( 2 . 6 5 )  
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Now define 
A 
T 
i=l 
(2.66) 
where the P^'s are fixed constants. Then 
N 
E(T) = ^  p.Y.E(a.), (2.67) 
where E(a^)=l'Prob(Y£ is included in sample of size n) 
+0'Prob(Y^ not in the sample) 
=P(Y^ is included) = II ^ . (2.68) 
For the estimator to be unbiased, = ^^JTi * estimator 
éiTTi 
is known as the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. 
A 
To calculate the variance of T requires 
(2.69) 
E(a^) = E(a^) = 111 (2.70) 
and 
/I . . = E(Q:.Q:z) = P(both Y. and Y. are in the sample). 
1J 1 J 1 J 
Then 
Var (î> = ^a-TÇ 
i=l-z^ i,j —— 
i+j TTi 77j 
(2.71) 
and an unbiased estimator of Var(T) is 
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var(î) = ^(l-Tïj ï? + 2j<nij-|liÏÏj)Vj • (2.72) 
ÏÏi^ (iij) ÏÏiÏÏjÏÏiJ 
Yates and Grundy (21) introduced the following form for the variance 
of T: 
Var(î) = i V Mj-llij) [^-^] . (2.73) 
i^l j=l i fli ' Ij 
If the following three conditions hold, it can be shown that 
expression (2.73) can be derived from (2.71). 
N 
2] 11 r" , (2.74) 
i=l 
N 
Sïïii=(n-l)ÏÏi (2.75) 
(+i) 
and 
N ^ ^ 
Z (TFiTTj-iiij) = ïïi<i-iii) • (2.76) 
($i) 
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III. DOMAIN SIZES KNOWN 
Although knowledge of the domain sizes is a luxury seldom realized 
in practice, this situation serves as an introduction to the more common 
situation of unknown domain sizes. We assume a sample of size n^ is 
drawn without replacement from frame A, and a sample of size n^ is drawn 
without replacement from frame B. For each element in the population, we 
define 
0% = 1 if the i*"^ unit is included in a sample of size n^+ng, 
=0, otherwise. (3.1) 
It follows that 
E(o:^) = Prob [j:he i*"^ unit is included in a sample of size 
= . (3.2) 
Assuming simple random sampling without replacement in each frame, 
the II ^'s can be calculated for elements in each domain. Later these 
probabilities will be utilized in the construction of alternative 
estimators. Now 
Prob l^i^^ element in domain a is included in the sampl^ = 
^ . (3.3) 
«A 
0 ft:!). 
ft) 
Prob element in domain b is included in the sampl^ = 
% 
(3.4) 
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Prob [ith element in domain ab is included in the sample at 
least onc^ 
Prob [iCh element in domain ab drawn from frame ^  
Prob [ith element in domain ab drawn from frame ^  
Prob fith element in domain ab drawn from both frames A and 
I!) (:;:!). (!)(?!) . (!) Cj:!) (!) (%::) 
l^A\ 
V^aJ rsj 
= !îâ + !îâ - "A"B = "A% "B^A " "A"B . (3 5) 
Nb % VB 
Recall Lund's estimator, (2.28), 
A _ _ 
= Naya + Ngbyab + Nbyb (3.6) 
for the case of known domain sizes. The sample total for domain ab, 
"lb "ab 
= y Yi + E yi , (3.7) 
1=1 i=l 
in Yj^ is based on the n^y + n^^ elements sampled from frames A and B. 
If the duplicated elements in domain ab are excluded from (3.7), the 
sample mean becomes 
"àb ^ "d 
"àb + "ab - "d 
where n^ is the number of duplicated items. We now define 
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Yj = Naya + NgbYab + Ntyb . (3.9) 
The notation in (3.9) indicates that this estimator of the total is 
based on the distinct elements included in the sample. 
If it can be assumed that na; nab and nt are each greater than 
A 
zero. Yd is unbiased. The conditional expectation becomes 
E(Yd |na>0, n^b^O; n^O) 
= NaE(3Fa|n^0) + NabE(yab l^ab^O) + NbE(yb|nb>0) 
= NaYa + «ab^ab + Vb = Y. (3.10) 
It should be noted that Fuller (8) has devised a method of constructing 
unbiased post-stratified estimators that does not require each domain 
size to be positive. This method will be considered below. 
A A 
A comparison of the variances of Y^ and Y^ reduces to a comparison 
_ _* 
of the variances of yab and yab since the estimators differ only in the 
estimated mean of the overlap domain. To facilitate this comparison, 
we write 
-, 'ab + Wd 
' .ab + "d ".ID 
and 
y^b = ^ ' (3-12) 
"ab 
where n^^ = n^b + "ab~"d' ^ ab the total of the n^y distinct elements 
sampled from domain ab and y^ is the mean of the n^ duplicated elements. 
It is assumed that n^y is greater than zero. Conditional on n^y and 
"d; 
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Var( 
("ab + »d)' 
and 
Var(yab) = 
Var(y^ 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
ab 
To evaluate (3.13) and (3.14), we utilize the following variance-
covariance matrix of the y^'s: 
l-'/«ab -1/Sab -l^®ab • * • -l/Nab 
-l/«ab l-l/»ab -l/«ab -l/»ab 
-l/«ab -1/Hab l-l/«ab -1/Hab 
-1/N ab -1/N ab -1/N ab 1-1/"ab 
<b • (3-15) 
Then the variance of y^^ is greater than or equal to that of y^y if 
? 2 
nib Var(yd) + 2nàb Cov(yab,yd) 
^^"d "ab Var(yab) + "3^=^(7^^) . (3.16) 
Utilization of the variance-covariance matrix, (3.15), allows us to 
express each term of (3.16) as follows; 
"ab^ar(yj) = n^^n^ ^-(n^+l)J 
2n2^Cov(y3b,yd) = 2n2^n^ jl-^J ; 
2"ab"d^='(yab) = 2n2^"d 
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and 
= "ab"d ^ " ("ab+^) 
N 
Sab 
If n^ equals zero, equality holds in expression (3.16) since the 
estimators and y^y are identical. If n^y and nj are both greater 
than zero, (3.16) may be written as 
("ab""d)> -("ab+nj) • (3.17) 
N 
Thus y^y has smaller variance than does y*^ for all positive values of 
"ab "d-
A A 
The fact that has smaller variance than can be considered a 
special case of Pathak's (17) results considered in Chapter 2. One of 
the reasons for calculating the probability of selection, ||^, for each 
element in the population now is evident. The 11 ^'s clearly demonstrate 
that every element in domain ab has the same probability of being 
included in the sample. This is required if the simple mean of the 
distinct elements sampled from domain ab is to be used as an unbiased 
estimator of the domain mean. 
A 
The conditional variance of Y, is d 
Var(Yjn3, "ab^ V = 
^a "a 
+ ^ ab^^ab""ab^^ ab 
^ab "ab 
+ ^ b^^b~"b^^ b . (3.18) 
Nb "b 
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Then the unconditional variance of assuming n^, n^^ and ny are each 
greater than zero, is given by 
E |VAR(YJ |NA,NAB.%^ 
=. N2<r2 E 
^ ® \^ a\ / \"ab^ab / 
NYO'Y E /N^-N 
= n2 <5-2 |E 
+ N^tfb 
f^b-"b\ 
\"b% ) 
IfW "d ' - 4] 
fW " y • (3.19) 
If only terms of order n are retained, this expression becomes 
^a("A-"A)<Ta + ^ab^^A'^A^ <? lb 
' "A nA% "^"BNA-nAnB 
+ ^b(%-"B>d"b _ (3.20) 
"B 
A 
A further advantage of Yj is that the usual estimator of variance 
for stratified samples is an unbiased estimator for those samples which 
contain at least two elements in each domain. The estimator of the 
A 
conditional variance of Y^, (3.18), is 
var(?,) = 
n 
a 
, Mab(«ab-nab)s«b 4. ' ».21) 
"ab "b 
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where 
•:-S. - "• 
O^i-Ya) , (3.22) 
"a-l 
"ab 
s 
2 _ 
ab 
V / r-
= ^ (yry.b) 
"ab"^ 
and 
^ ^ 
% = fei . (3.24) 
The conditional expectation of (3.21) given that each domain con­
tains at least two elements is 
E [,A , n var(Yd |na;"ab;"b^= _ Na(Na-na)() a 
^ab^^ab""ab^<^ ab ^  \^^b"V«^b . (3 25) 
"ab "b 
Thus the variance estimator is unbiased conditional on n^, n^y and njj. 
It is now obvious that (3.21) is also unconditionally unbiased if the 
probability of samples containing less than two elements per stratum is 
ignored. 
It was noted above that Fuller (8) has devised a scheme to construct 
unbiased post-stratified estimators. This scheme does not require the 
usual assumption of non-empty strata. We will first review Fuller's 
general construction and then indicate how his approach may be applied 
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to our problem. 
Assume a random sample of size n has been drawn from a population. 
After the sample has been taken, the sampled elements are classified as 
members of two strata. Assume that the population is such that the 
population proportion of elements contained in stratum one, and the 
proportion contained in stratum two, = l-P^^ are known. Fuller then 
considers the general estimator 
+ (1-A.)y2 , (3.26) 
where 
yi = sample mean of the characteristic y for stratum one, 
72 = sample mean of the characteristic y for stratum two 
and 
A^ = weight applied to the mean of stratum one for samples 
with i, (i=0, 1, ..., n), sample elements in stratum one. 
It is further assumed that OéA^^l for all i, A^= 0 and A^ = 1. 
The conditional mean square error for (3.26) given i sample 
elements in stratum one is: 
\ = Vu(r) '2 
+ (A..P^)2(Yi_%)^ , 
where 
A? fYj is defined to be zero if i = 0 , 
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(ïïh) ' 
and 
If 
and 
(1-Aj) defined to be zero if i = n 
f  = N i - i  
li ; 
f2i = ^  (3.28) 
2 
^ - 2 
e2 2-i (yii-Yi) for i = 1, 2 . (3.29) 
®i 
N^-1 
Minimization of the conditional mean square error (3.27) yields 
lf,l + i(n-i)P,(Y,-Y,)^ 
A. = ^ 2 5 2 • (3.30) 
<-"£li ^  ^ "21 ^2 i<-i)<W 
hi '\t"- ' 
o 2 2 S 2 = S : = S >0 
2 1 w 
M = ' (3.31) 
then 
A, = I+I'N-I)PL" . (3.32) 
^ n+i(n-i)M 
The estimator (3.26) employing the weight (3.32) is in general 
biased. However, Fuller shows it is possible to derive weights such 
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that the estimator (3.26) is unbiased. Let equal the probability 
that stratum one contains i sample elements. Then the unbiased con­
straint becomes 
PiAi= Pi (3.33) 
or since = 0 and = 1, 
1-1 
^ Pi^i = Pl-Pn = ^ 1 • 
i=l 
(3.34) 
The weights desired are those that minimize the conditional mean square 
error (3.27) subject to (3.34). That is, minimization of 
yields 
^ PiVi-2X^[^ PiAi-Fi^ 
i=l ^ i=l 
i+i(n-i) (P^M +XM) 
n+i(n-i)M 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
where 1- i— n-1 and 
X M 
Pi i(n-i) 
n+i(n-i)M 
-1 
^ i+i(n-i)P,M 
11 - y p 
in+i(n-i)M 
(3.37) 
Fuller (8) extends the above development for two post-strata to 
the general case of more than two strata. First the strata must be 
arranged in a natural order. Then the strata are repeatedly divided into 
groups of two. Beginning at the finest subdivision, an unbiased esti­
mator is constructed for each pair of strata. 
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In our problem, we have the situation as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. A DESCRIPTION OF THE POST-STRATA RESULTING 
FROM TWO OVERLAPPING SAMPLING FRAMES 
Proportion of 
population Stratum Sample Sample 
Stratum in stratum identification number mean 
N^/N 11 n^ Ya 
Nab/H 2 1 "ab ^ab 
b N^/N 2 2 Oy Yb 
Table 2 indicates that the first division of the strata is into 
stratum a and strata ab and b. Thus an unbiased estimator will be 
constructed first for strata ab and b. It is to be remembered that n . 
a' 
n^^ or n^ may be zero in the development of this unbiased estimator. 
In the development of the scheme, it is convenient to state the 
following identities: 
n = ng + nab + "b ; 
"1 = "a ; 
"2 = "ab + "b ' 
iTi = N3/N 
TT . «ab + Nb = % , 
2 N N 
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^21 = «ab/% 
and 
^22 ° %% • (3.38) 
The estimator for this specific problem is 
Ny = N [Âiya+A2(A2iyab+A22yb^ , (3.39) 
where the general expressions for the weights in (3.39) are 
, ».,0) 
n+na(nab+nb)Ml 
and 
Hab^Hab^b I# "2 ^  N 
"21 ^'•-*22> = + "ab-b"; 
where 
1 S2 
w 
2 s2 
w 
n-1 
(3.41) 
«, = , (3.42) 
«, = , (3.43) 
Y ^ i+i(n-i)PiM^ 
\ " èi''- n+i(n-i)M, 
Ami = —^ (3.44) 
^ Pi i(n-i) 
i=l n+i(n-i)M^ 
and 
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ng-l 
X 21 X
i+x 
Mo = 
i+iCng-iyPgiMg 
g+iCng-i^Mg 
(3.45) 
Hg-l 
Y Pj iCng-i) 
Z ng+iCng-iyMg 
^21 (3.45) is P2i-Prob = (ngy+ny) given strata ab and b contain 
n^y+ny sample elementsj. 
That is, is N^^/Ng minus the probability that all n^ sampled ele­
ments fall in domain ab. 
We now introduce cost considerations into the efficiency compari-
A 
sons. The employment of the proposed estimator, Y^, necessitates the 
identification of duplicated elements in ab. Hartley's (10) procedure 
of using a weighted average of y^^ and y^y does not require this 
identification. As noted In Chapter 2, Lund's (13) estimator Is a special 
case of Hartley's estimator. Hartley gave expressions for the sampling 
fractions n^/N^ and ng/Ng that minimize the variance of his estimator 
subject to the cost restraint 
C = CAHA + cgng . (3.46) 
Lund's estimator results when these optimum sampling fractions are used 
to solve the bi-quadratic equation given by Hartley for the value of the 
weight p. Another possibility is the retention of elements from domain 
ab from one frame only. As noted in the Introduction, this procedure 
was employed by the Bureau of the Census in a 1949 study. This procedure 
is a special case of Hartley's procedure with the weight p = 1. 
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A third procedure is to merge the two frames before sampling and 
remove the duplicated elements. Once the merging has been completed, 
any number of sampling schemes could be utilized. For example, one 
could employ stratified random sampling where the strata are the three 
domains a, b and ab. 
A A 
To evaluate the merits of Y^ and the merging procedure, cost 
considerations must be made. For example, it has already been shown 
A A 
that Yj is less variable than Y^. However, the added expense of remov­
ing duplications could nullify the gain in efficiency. The cost struc­
ture assumed by Lund is the same as used by Hartley and is given in 
A 
(3.46). The approximate unconditional variance of Yj, (3.20), can be 
minimized subject to the standard cost function of Lund and Hartley, 
(3.46). If we denote n^/N^ by f^ and ng/Ng by fg, we then wish to find 
expressions for f^ and £g that minimize 
"ad-^A) g a + 
fA + 
- X(C-c^f^N^-CgfgNg) , (3.47) 
where X is a Lagrangian multiplier. 
We obtain a system of three equations in three unknowns, f^, fg and 
)\. Utilization of the ratio of two of these equations reduces the system 
to the following system of two equations in two unknowns, f^ and fg: 
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"=B% £a [«bf g((A+fB-(A%)^ + "ab'S'Ib^B^-W] 
and 
C = + cgfgng . (3.49) 
Solution of these two equations requires the solution of a sixth degree 
equation. 
Rather than solving a sixth degree equation, the following 
iterative procedure may be used. Let 
r = . (3.50) 
% 
An initial value for r is 
CA 
Note that (3.48) may be expressed as 
„2 
(3.51) 
4 
VA ["affa ÉB+£A(I-%3 ^ + »ab<yLfA(l-fB)J 
'ANB pb<fb fB+^A^'^B^ ^ + ''ab<î'ib£B<i-£A3 
(3.52) 
If we set 1-f^ and 1-fg equal to 1 and divide each term of the right 
hand side of (3.52) by we obtain 
9  D j s u a  a '  1 '  a o  a o i j  
- « -, • 
CA [Sb<r?(l+'i)2 + "ab'Tib] 
Thus this procedure is repeated until r^^ shows an arbitrarily small 
change from one iteration to the next. 
I 
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We use (3.46) as the foundation for an alternative cost equation more 
A 
appropriate to the proposed estimator Y^. 
The c^ term in (3.46) includes all the costs involved in taking a 
sample of size n^ from frame A. Therefore, we define c^ as 
CA = CgA + CcA + ^ oA • (3.54) 
That is, c^ includes the cost of selection, the cost of classification 
into the proper domain and the cost of observation. The scheme used in 
A 
constructing Yj includes the costs of selection and classification from 
both frames. It may be possible to select elements to be included in 
the sample and remove the duplicated elements before the actual 
observations are made. In this situation, the costs of observation are 
diminished since n^ fewer observations are made; however, the elements 
drawn from domain ab must now be checked for duplication. The new cost 
equation then becomes 
C = (CgA+CcA+CoA)"* + (CsB+CcB+CoB)"B 
- RdCÔ ^d"4b"ab ; (3.55) 
where 
CQ = max(CoA,CQB) (3.56) 
and Cj is the cost of checking duplications. In (3.55) it is assumed 
that each sampled element is classified into its proper domain upon 
selection. Thus Cj is multiplied by the product of n^jj and n^y. 
In the formulation of (3.55), it was assumed that duplicated 
elements were removed in the office before the actual fieldwork involved 
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in completing the observations was done. It is also possible that the 
fieldwork may be completed before any attempt can be made to properly 
classify the selected elements and to remove the duplicated elements 
from the study. In this situation, the term -n^jc^ must be removed from 
(3.55). 
The final form of (3.55) also depends on the nature of the two 
frames involved. It is possible that one frame may be an area frame 
and the other frame a list of names. In this case it is likely that two 
different sampling procedures would be used. The area frame could be 
contacted by personal interview and the list frame by mail interview. 
It could happen that a person might return a mail interview and also give 
a personal interview to an enumerator in the field. In this case the 
cost Cj in (3.55) would exist since an additional question in the field 
or a matching operation in the office would be required. However, if 
both frames are lists and sampled people are to be contacted by personal 
interviews, there is little cost involved in determining the overlap. 
The personal interviewer will receive immediate indication that the 
person in question has already been interviewed. Therefore, c^ could 
be treated as zero, assuming that the travel costs of the enumerator 
are minimal. 
The study on retail stores completed by the Bureau of the Census 
(1949) encountered the problem of determining duplicated elements. The 
two frames used in the study were an area frame and a list frame. The 
study avoided the sampling of any retail unit from the area frame if 
that unit was sampled from the list frame. The procedure employed was 
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as follows: Each retail unit included in a sampled portion of the area 
frame was carefully checked in the field against the list frame. If 
the address of the retail unit was already included in the sample from 
the list frame, it was discarded from the area frame with no interview 
completed. 
If (3.55) is assumed to be the correct cost equation, the allocation 
problem becomes even more complex than that associated with the cost 
equation of Lund and Hartley, (3.46). To minimize Var(Yj) with respect 
to f^ and fg subject to (3.55), we consider 
E(C') = c^n^ + cgng - c^Ng^f^f^ + c^N^^f^fg 
= c^n^ + cgng + Ng^f^fRC* (3.57) 
as the appropriate cost condition, where 
c* = N^b^d - (=0 • (3.58) 
In terms of f^ and fg, the problem is to minimize 
«a (Ta ^ Nab (Tab ^ 
fA (fA+%) % 
- X[E(C')-(cAfANA + cgf^Ng + Nab^A^c*)] (3.59) 
with respect to f^ and fg. Note that the finite population correction 
A 
terms of Var(Yj) have been omitted in (3.59). We obtain the following 
system of three equations in the three unknowns, f^, fg and A: 
XCCASA+NabÎB»*) = ' (3.60) 
X(cBHB+NabfA=*) = (3-61) 
4 "A+^B) 
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and 
E(C') = + "ab^AV* • 
Utilization of expressions for X and fg yields the following tenth 
degree equation for f^: 
fsbfi [«A(<=B''B+»ab£A<=*) + -CA£aMA]] % 
+N^b<Jab<'B%+»abfA=*){^ 
{'^A''a<WabfA<=*)Hb'=* [®(C')-'AVa] [Wah^A^*]} 
- [E(':')-'AVA]^{"a<^b [fAki:«B+Hab«AC*)+ &(C')-eA£AN^]^ 
tBab(fiib (fB%+''abfA=*-E(C')+fA=A''A] ['B''B+''ab«A<^ '^ | 
('B^B+^ab^A»*) = 0 • (3.63) 
Although this equation could be solved by an electronic computer for any 
practical situation, its analytical usefulness is limited by its com-
A 
plexity. It would be difficult to evaluate the variance of subject to 
the cost constraint (3.57). In a practical problem, one may wish to 
assume Hartley's cost constraint, (3.46), holds and thus utilize the 
iterative scheme of expression (3.53). 
A 
We conclude that if (3.46) is the correct cost equation, Yj is 
A A A 
preferred to Yj^. The superiority of Y^ over Yj^ is not so clear if (3.55) 
is the appropriate cost equation, but it should be noted that the 
A 
increase in cost when employing Yj may be small. It is quite likely 
the cost of observation, which would include travel costs and expenses 
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of an enumerator, would be larger than the cost of checking elements 
for duplication in the office before the fieldwork is started. That is, 
if it is reasonable to assume that njC^ is of the same magnitude as 
A A 
ngb^ab^d^ ^d be superior to or any of the other special forms 
of Hartley's original estimator. However, as indicated above, it may be 
impossible to determine the duplicated elements before the fieldwork is 
A A 
done. In this case, Yj would require more expense than Yj^. 
If and Ng are relatively small, it may be possible to merge the 
two frames. Of course, the frames must be compatible to be merged. For 
example, it would not be possible to merge an area frame and a list 
frame. Merging, when the frames are compatible, involves the classifi­
cation of all elements of frame A and all Ng elements of frame B. It 
may be expressed as 
Cm = Cca^A + (3-64) 
where -and are as defined in (3.54). The merging permits the 
complete identification of each domain before the sample is drawn. The 
domains can then be regarded as strata and a stratified random sample can 
be selected. The sample variance expressions and estimators associated 
with stratified sampling can then be used, rather than the approximate 
expressions for the variance of a post-stratified estimator. However, 
the increase in variance of the post-stratified estimator relative to a 
proportional stratified sample is of the order (l/n^) times the variance 
for proportional stratification, where n^ is the average number of 
elements sampled per stratum. This fact, in addition to the cost of 
merging may lead one to prefer sampling two frames and to utilize the 
A 
estimator Yj in the case of domain sizes known. 
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IV.. DOMAIN SIZES UNKNOWN 
A. Estimators of the Size of the Overlap Domain ' 
1. Duplicated items ignored 
The discussion of the previous chapter suggests procedures for the 
situation of unknown domain sizes. We will continue to assume that the 
frame sizes N^ and Ng are known. Thus we are considering situation 3 
in Table 1 of Chapter 1. Since the frame sizes are assumed known, it is 
necessary to estimate only N^y when dealing with two frames. The 
A A 
estimators of the remaining domain sizes can be defined by Ng = N^^N^y 
and N^ = Ng-Ngb" 
Hartley (10) proposed the estimator 
^ q^ab^B ^ (4.1) 
* ' "A "B 
where p+q = 1. The variances of n^y and n^y derived in Appendix B are 
as follows: 
(4.2) 
and 
Var(n'ib) = • (4.3) 
N3(Nb-1) 
Utilization of these variances allows us to express the variance of 
^ab,H o o 
P NaCNA-na) ^  q2N,^(Ng-ng) 
Var(Nab,H) = ^ ah 
"A(NA-1) nB(%-l) 
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In terms of the order arguments developed in Appendix A, 
\2xT r\i \ ^2% 
Var(Nab,H) = ^ ah 
p%(^A-=A) + 
"A^A 
+ 0 (1 ) .  
If the finite population correction terms and the terms of order 1 are 
ignored, we may write 
Var(&ab,H) = Nab 
q\ 
n B 
(4.4) 
Hartley then derives the expression for p that minimizes this 
A 
approximate form of the variance of g. The partial derivative of 
expression (4.4) with respect to p when set equal to zero yields 
"A^b 
PoH " n^Ny + ngNg 
(4.5) 
Utilization of this expression for p^g allows the approximate variance 
of g to be expressed as 
Var(N. „) = (4.6) 
(n^Nb + naNg) 
Although the above expression for p^g minimizes the variance of 
A 
^ab,H given sample sizes, it is of Kttle practical use since and 
are assumed unknown. We now consider the estimators 
A 
N, NA^a = 
n. 
^A "a (4.7) 
and 
a 
b ng (4.8) 
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where 
and 
fA = 5^ (4.9) 
A 
fg = Sr ' (4.10) 
'B 
It is shown in Appendix 6 that 
E(*a) = ^  Nj, 
and 
E("b) = ^  "b • 
A  A  A  A  
Thus Ng and are unbiased. We now employ and Ny in expression (4,5) 
to obtain the following estimator of the optimal p: 
A _ "A%^"b . (4.11) 
P«H - .1 ,-1 
n^fglnj, + ngf; n^ 
When p^g is utilized in g, (4.1), the estimator 
Xb,H = PoK-àb^I^ + <l-PoH)"ab«i'- (4.12) 
results. Note that ^ may also be expressed as 
%b,H = "ab^B^ + PoH("âbfÂ^ " "ab^B^) 
•*" (PoH'POH^ ("ab^Â^ " "ab^B^) • (4.13) 
Thus we may express g as 
%b,H = Nab,H + (^OH-POH) ("àb^Â^ " n^b^B^) • (4.14) 
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In terms of the order considerations of Appendix A, note that 
(PoH-PoH) = Op(l/YS) 
and 
["àb^Â^ - "ab^iî! = OpC^/n). (4.15) 
Thus the term (PQH'POH^^"àb^Â^""ab^B^^ expression (4.14) is Op (1). 
We may now express g as 
^b,H ^  ^ ab,H + Op(l)« (4.16) 
Thus to terms of 0(n), the variance of Hartley's estimator of employ­
ing Pgg is the same as that employing p^y. 
We now will investigate the bias of'^^ g. Expression (4.12) may be 
written as 
%b,H = + PoH 
n B 
"ab^A 
"A =18 
(4.17) 
Utilization of the expression for PqJj^ (4.11), allows us to express the 
expected value of ^ as 
E ^ b^n] = ^ ab + E 
"àb^A _ "ab% 
'B 
(4.18) 
where we define 
to be zero if n 
"b"A^B "a^B^A 
"b = 
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We may express (4.18) as follows: 
E[Xb,H] = Nat + E [f(na,"b)| 
= Nab + E {f [Ë(na), ECn^b)] 
+ [oa - 2)f [E(na), E(ny^ 
a n a  
+ [nb-ECnb)"! èf [E(na),E(nb3 
^ "b 
+ fna-ECa)! ' &K).BK)] 
L -J 2àn| 
+ k-ECVl 'ASWdilA. (4.19) 
2 ang I 
Note that f j^ECng)^E(nb)J is zero. The covariance of Hg and Ob is shown 
to be zero in Appendix B. Thus the expected value ofjj may be 
approximated, as follows: 
E(Kb,«) = »ab + »«(°a)  ^ t |>(na),E(nb)] 
2dul 
^ VarCnJ . 
2dnl 
It can be shown that 
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à h [E(na),E(nb)]_ 
nACoANb+nsNa) ^ lènl 
and 
9 C^Cng) ,E(nbï) _ "A^a^ 
2Ôn2 
Thus 
= "ab + 
Vab«b 
("AV^B^a^' 
"b^^A-V ^ "A(%-"B> 
NA-1 Ng-l 
Thus the expected value g becomes 
E [%b,H] = «ab + 0(1)-
It must be noted that 
A 
PoH 
HAfB^nb 
"A%^"b "*• "B^A^Oa 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
equals zero when n^ = n^ = 0. In this situation, ^ is defined to 
be the minimum of and Ng. Another difficulty occurs if n^ = 0 and 
N^>Ng. Then p^jj = 1 andg = N^_, which is an unreasonable estimator 
since is assumed greater than Ng. Thus^N^b^g is defined to be the 
minimum of and Ng. Similar considerations must be made when ny = 0 
and 
The above results may be summarized as follows: 
Lemma 4.1. The Hartley estimator of is 
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N - PoH"àb^A 9oH"ab% . (4.1) 
ab,H 
where 
PoH = • (4.5) 
nANb+ngN, 
A 
The weight minimizes the variance of ^ that results when n^ and 
ng are given and the finite correction terms and terms of order 1 are 
ignored. 
In practice p^jj must be estimated. One estimator is 
î„H ' , (4.11) 
"b + "a 
where 
" "A/NA 
and 
h = "B/% • 
The resulting estimator of is 
'N^b,H = P„H°àb£Â'' + • (4.12) 
The expected value of^N^y g ignoring terms of order 1 is . The 
variance of'lT' when the finite correction terms and terms of 0„(1) 
dD^ n P 
are ignored is equal to the variance of ^ and may be expressed as 
follows: 
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Var 
«aVb 
(nANb+nsNa) 
(4.6) 
The development thus far has ignored the finite population correc­
tion terms. In some situations these terms may be too small to ignore. 
Therefore, we will now consider the results of minimizing the 
A 
variance of y, including these terms. 
P^Na(NA-nA) q^Nj,(NB-nB) 
V«r(N^b,H) = Mat 
HaCNA-D 
(4.24) 
The partial derivative of (4.24) with respect to p when equated to zero 
yields 
"A%(^A-^) (4.25) 
PoH 
"A^b(^A-l) + "B^A(^A-"A) 
The variance of ^ utilizing the optimal p^^ is 
Var(N' ) = NaNabNb(NA-nA) (NB-HB) . 
ab'H ' nANb(NA-l)(NB-nB) + nBN3(NA-nA)(NB-l) 
(4.26) 
Recall that the expression for p utilized in the construction of 
^abjH is 
PoH = 
"A^b 
"A^b + "B^a 
If this weight were used in place of p^g, the variance of the resulting 
A 
estimator, N*y g, would be as follows: 
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^ NaNab^b 
Var(Nab,H) " (n^Nb+nENa)^ NA-1 Nfi-l 
The variance of y is less than that of N*y g if 
(«B-ng) (»A-1> <%-W (nA^b-^nsV ^  
(4.27) 
If we let 
(N^-lXNB-nB) = 
and 
(NG-L) (N^-NA) - CG , 
expression (4.27) may be written as 
^1^2("A%'*'"B^a) ^ l'^"B^a^2^ ("A^b^2'*''^B^a^l^ ' 
After some manipulation, this inequality can be written as 
0<(C2-Cp^. 
A Aju 
Thus ^ is more precise than y . 
To utilize ^ in practice, it is necessary to estimate p^g . 
One possible estimator is 
.-1 
"A% "b(^A""^) (HB-RB) 
nAfB^"b(NA-l)(NB-nB)+nBfÂ^na(NA-nA) (%-!) 
(4.28) 
The resulting estimator of g, is 
^ab,H " PoH^ab^A^ ^^"^oH^"ab^B 
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+ (PÔH-PÔH)("àb^Â^-"ab^B^) 
- Nàb,H + (PoR-PoR) ("àb^Â^-^^ab^B^) (4.29) 
Employment of the order concepts included in Appendix A, allows us to 
conclude that (PQIJ-PÔh^ is Op(l/->fn) and (ngjjf^^-ng^jfj^) is Op(VTi) . 
Thus 
= Kàb,H + 0P(1)• (4.30) 
It follows that the variances of y and g are identical to terms 
of 0(n) . 
The bias of^N^, „ can be assessed in the same manner as was that of dD^ rl 
ab,H-
N' ."'àb *B + A, 
ab,H ng ' 
"ab^A _ "L'b^B 
n/ n B 
(4.31) 
Thus the expected value of ^ is 
=Rb,H] = "ab 
"AfR^"h(NA-l)(N^-nB) 
+ E 
(NB-nB)+"BfÂ^na(NA-nA) (%-!) -1. 
nàbNA-"ab% 
"A Hg 
(4.32) 
Utilization of a Taylor series expansion of (4.32) about the expected 
values of n^ and n^ enables us to express (4.32) approximately as 
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2 (4.33) 
E |^b,H] = \b Var(na) [.£^3) ,£(0^)3 
2&*a 
+ VarCn^) ^  [^(HaLEW] . 
2^4 
It can be shown that 
^2f|E(ng);E(nb^ = "AnX^ICNA-^) (%-!) («A'^A) <^-"3) 
and 
3 ^^l3("a);E("bij _ "A"B^a^B(%"^) (%-!) (Na-"A) (%""B) ^ (4 34) 
2 ^  "b |ninBNb(NA-l)(NB-nB)+nAn§Na(NA-nA)(NB-l)] ^ 
Thus 
=^b,H> = "ab 
^a^ab^b(^A""A^ C"b(^A~"A^ (%~^) +"A(^A -D 
[nANb(NA-l) (NB-nB^+ngNaCNA-nA) (NB-I)^ 
It follows that 
= "ab •» 0(1). (4.35) 
The above results form the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. The Hartley-type estimator of resulting when the finite 
correction terms are not ignored is 
kb .n " P^fÂ^-lb + (i-PiH)£5^"ab' 
where 
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oH HANBCNa-I)(NG-ns) + nfiNgCNA-NA)(NB-1) 
A practical estimator of p^y is 
(4.25) 
;i _ 
^oH nAfB^n^(NA-l ) (NB-HB) +'^B^A^"a^^A""A^ ) 
(4.28) 
The resulting estimator of is 
= kn^lKh + (^-PoH>fi^"ab • 
The expected value of^ ignoring terms of Op(l) is The variance 
of'N^y g when terms of Op(l) are ignored is equal to the variance of 
A 
ab H may be expressed as follows: 
Var(S^ ) = ^a^ab^b^^A'V ^^B""B^ , • ,4 gS) 
An alteration of the above procedure allows us to construct an 
estimator of that is unbiased to terms of 0(1) . Recall that the 
Hartley-type estimator of when the finite correction terms are not 
ignored is 
:-Ll ^ 
where 
»âb,H "àb + 
"A»b"'A-» ("B-'B' 
pIU = 
(t-B) + nsB^CHA-niXHB-l) 
+ 0(l/n). 
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A 
Ng and are assumed unknown. Thus p^jj must be estimated. Since = 
A A A  
N^-Nab and Nb = Ng-Nab, PoH may be estimated by 
, . 
Utilization of pj^ in N^b,H results in the following quadratic equation 
A  
which can be solved for an alternative estimator of N^jj^ g: 
+ •^b%(l-%)+nïb''B<l-fA)] «ab,s 
+[°;b<l-«B>«âb(l-V] VB = 0 • (4 37) 
A  
s defined to be the left root of (4.37) since the right root is 
greater than the minimum of and Ng. To show this, we rewrite (4.37) 
as 
^^lh,8 + bN^b.s + c = 0 . 
The right root is 
2a 
b +'Vb -4ac 
We will denote the minimum of % and Ng by N. Thus we wish to show 
- b + 'Vb^-4ac > N . 
2a 
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This inequality holds if 
cC-bN-aN^. (4.38) 
Utilization of a,b and c allows us to express (4.38) as 
OC(l-fA) [(NA-N)(nBN-n^bNB)] 
+ (l-ffi) [(Ng-N)(n^N-n;^N^)] . (4.39) 
If N = N^; (4.39) reduces to 
0 ^  (l-f3)(Ng-N)ngN . (4.40) 
If N = Ng, (4.39) reduces to 
0 < (l-f^)(N^-N)n,jN . (4.41) 
Both (4.40) and (4.41) must be positive if n^ and njj are positive. Thus 
the right root of (4.37) is greater than the minimum of and Ng. 
A 
We may also show that ^ always has real roots. Thus we wish to 
2 
show b >4ac. This inequality may be expressed as 
l(l-fB)(nANB+n'bNA) + (I-ÎA) (ngNA+n^b^)] ^  
>4NaNB [nA(l-fB)+nB(l-fA)] [n^b(l-fB)+n^b(l-W] • (4.42) 
After some algebraic manipulation (4.42) may be expressed as 
-Cl-fg) ^ 
+ 4nanbNANB(l-fA)(l-fB) >0. (4.43) 
A 
Thus N , always has real solutions. 
ab,s 
Utilization of the order arguments presented in Appendix A allows 
us to conclude that 
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Nab, s - "ab ' 
and 
Vs - «àb,H = »?">• 
A A 
Thus the variance of N , is the same as that of N , „ to terms of order 
ab,s ab,n 
n. 
A 
We may now establish the bias of g. The expectation of ex­
pression (4.37) may be written as 
[nA(l-fB)+nB(l-fA)] E [(Nab,s-»ab)^+2»ab(«ab,s-»ab)+H|t] 
-E {jjiA%(l-£B)+nBN^(l-tA)+n^b%(l-fB)+nStNB(X-f/] [Sab,s-''ab]} 
- ^ a b  ( 1 - % )  + " A ^ a b ^  
+ ["a''b<1-V^''a<1-«a)] "ab = »• 
After some algebraic manipulation; the expectation of (4.37) may be 
expressed as 
: [(Sab,s-»ab)'] ["a(1-V + 
+ Pab,s-«ab] ["A(l-V + "B<l-fA>] 
[^abfS'^abl [ "A%(^"'^"A^ab( ^s) +"B^A(^"^A^ +"B^ab(^^A)] 
-E [ N a b , s - N a b ]  [ w f i d - f A )  ( n ' ^ b - f B N a b ) + N A ( l - f B )  ( n ^ b - f A N a b ) ]  =  0 .  
(4.45) 
It follows from (4.44) that 
and 
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.1 Wb 
(1-%)% "B 2 
N, B 
+ p^(l-%)NaNab(l-fA) +0(n) 
_ %bNb(l-fA)(l-%) ["A(l-%)+"B(l-W] + 0 (n) . 
n^Nb(1-ffi)+nBNa(1-fA) 
Thus (4.45) may be written as 
|n A( 1- %) +NB( 1- f A)J 
NaWb(l-W(l-%) 
+ 0(1) 
(4. 
This expression reduces to 
^("ab^a-Oab' [ Va(l-fA>^A''b<l-£B>] ' • 
It follows that 
^CV^-^ab]' ' 
In addition to reducing the order of bias, ^ has additional 
desirable properties. Recall that the weight employed in the con­
s t r u c t i o n  o f g  i s  
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= 
nAf£\(n^-l) (NB-ng)+ngf%^ng(NA-nA) (%-!) 
We have previously noted that p'^ is undefined when n^y = n^ and 
n'àb = ng. However, g is defined in this situation and leads to a 
reasonable answer. When n^^ = n^ and n^y = ng, expression (4.37) reduces 
to 
«lb,s - <»A+%>Nab,s + VB = »• (6.48) 
The left root of (4.48) is the minimum of and N^. 
These results can be summarized by the following lemma. 
A  
Lemma 4.3. The estimator g is the left root of 
1- "àb''A<l-fB)+''ab%(l-«A)] »ab,s 
+ % = 0- (4.37) 
A 
^ab,s unbiased to terms of 0(1) and has the following variance 
expression. 
Maximum likelihood was used by Williams (20) to estimate N in the 
ab 
case of two overlapping sampling frames. Williams assumed the likelihood 
function to be 
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'^ab^ 
"A-
"a*"àb* 
'l.!ab\"^Kb\ 
N, 
\ 
°B' I i.îîab 
"ab^"b* y % 
N, 
"b I N^b\ 
N 
/ B 
= C(NA-«ab)"^(^B-»ab)"%b 
nK„n^b+nab 
(4.49) 
The partial derivative of the log of expression (4.49) with respect to 
N^y when set equal to zero yields the equation 
^ab,w(^A+nB> -Nab,w [("A+^ab)'ab> 
+ ("Ab+"ab)NANB= 0- (4.50) 
Expression (4.50) does not yield a solution for that is free 
of a radical sign. To obtain an approximate expression for the expected 
value and the variance of ^ we again utilize a Taylor series 
A 
expansion of about the expected values of n^y and n^^,. 
^ab^w ~ ^ ("ab^^ab^ 
+ Fn&b-ECnWl &(''ab)>EKb^ 
. [nVB(nW] &Kb)>^Kb)] 
a "il 
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+ |nab-E(n i^j)J 3 £ ïg("ab^ 
2^ "lb 
+ [•>i>-®<nW] [-ab-EC-'W] ^  ([EW'Etmâb)] 
2 ^  rigij à HqIJ 
^ ab 
The left root of (4.50) is defined to be since the right root 
is greater than the minimum of and Ng. At the expected values of 
n^^ and n^^, (4.50) may be written as 
kb,w"^ab] ' 
Thus 
f j_E(nâb)^E(nab)J = Nab. 
The partial derivatives included in expression (4.51) can be found 
implicitly from the quadratic equation (4.50). Since 
^ab,w ~ ^ ^"ab'"ab)' 
it follows that 
^ ^^ "ab •'"ab^ _ ^ ^ab,w = _£l ^ 
^ "àb d ^Ib ^3 
where Fj^ is the partial of (4.50) with respect to n^y and Fg is the par­
tial of (4.50) with respect to This notation for partial 
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derivatives is that of Widder (19) . Thus 
A  
è f(nAb'*ab) = _ ~^ab,w% . (4.52) 
^ ^àb 2 Nab,w^W-<V^ab^^B-^V^àb^^A 
When this expression is evaluated at the expected values of n^jj and n"g^, 
we obtain 
àf _ % 
à "àb "A(Nab"%^"^"B^\b~^A^ 
«b«A 
n^N +n_N 
A b B a 
(4.53) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
3 f [E(n'b),E(n".)] , N^N; 
ab^ ab^-J = a B , (4.54) 
^ "ab "A^b+"B^a 
The second derivatives included in (4.51) can be found as follows. 
^^fKb>°ab> . _ ^11^3'<^13'^^31^^IV^33^1 ^ (4 55) 
à-;! ^3 
where F.. is the derivative of F. with respect to j. From (4.52) it can 
be seen that 
Fii = 0, 
^13 = F3I = - ^ A 
and 
F33 = 2(n^+ng). 
Thus 
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3 <1 (nAV°B''a)^ 
- WêNb^ . (4.56) 
It can also be shown that 
è [E(n4i,),E(n^ „^  ^  -aia''B(''A''b+»BHa)+2(«A+-B)''l'^  
Ù "ab ("A^b+OB^a) ^ 
. 2"A«a»B(Na-%) . (4.5;) 
<"A''b«'B''a>^ 
Utilization of the partial derivatives allows us to express the 
A 
expected value of approximately as follows; 
®(®ab,„> = « tKb>'®Kbil 
. Va,(„. 
'Hi 
. VarW'b) 3'^[:Kb)'^(":b)] 
^!f!KbKVA2W 
Wb+^B^a)^ 
4. V^^("ab)nANaNB(Na-Nb) 
("ANb+nsNa)^ 
(4.58) 
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Since Williams assumes sampling is with replacement. 
Var(n',) = 
ab 2 
«1 
and 
Var(n'' ) = . 
ab 2 
% 
Thus expression (4.58) becomes 
E(Sab,») = "ab- (4.59) 
Thus N , is unbiased to terms of 0(1). This result can be verified by 
ab,w •' 
A  
noting that which has been shown to be unbiased to terms of 0(1), 
A 
reduces to ^ when sampling is with replacement. 
A 
The variance of N , is 
ab,w 
A  
Utilization of (4.51) allows us to express the variance of N . as 
Ç- 3b,w 
|L' tKb)'®("ab>] 
. [n4b-B(nib)] ^^[^<-lb>-^'°ab'] 
^ nî 
'àb 
+ [nJ'b-ECnSb)] 
 ^ "ab 
- £ [:(nlb)'E(":b)]j . 
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Thus to terms of order n, 
. àf &(»;,,) ,ECn''b)] 
Var(»ab,.) = 
-1 2 
n 2 
Var(nlb) 
Var(n^b) (4.60) 
Utilization of the required partial derivatives found in expressions (4.53) 
A  
and (4.54) enables us to express the variance of ^ as 
2 
Var(Nab,w) = 
NbNA 
"ANb+nfiNa 
nANb+HfiNg 
Var(n;b) 
Var(n^b) 
and 
We have shown that 
^ f|i(n4b),EKb^_ W _ PQH^A 
d "àb "A^b+^B^a "A 
a f | E(n;b),E(n^b3_ % _ 
0 "ab "B 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
where 
-A . 
"AWE 
(4.63) 
Recall that the expression for p^g, (4.63), is the expression that 
A  
minimizes the variance of g for given sample sizes. Since 
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"ab,H' = Poaj Var(n^b) + 
. . . .  -  . . .  2  
Var(N, Var(n%b), (4.64) 
A 
it follows that the variances of ^ and are equal if terms of 
order 1 are ignored. Thus to terms of order n 
' (iviv • 
The above results can be summarized by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. The maximum likelihood estimator of when sampling is with 
replacement is the left root of 
+ Kb^ab>W = "• (4-50) 
A A 
^ab,w unbiased to terms of 0(1). The variance of N^jj^w terms of 
0(n)is the same as that of and may be expressed as follows: 
Williams' estimator of assumes sampling is with replacement. 
We will now consider the maximum likelihood estimator that results if 
sampling is without replacement. In this case the likelihood equation 
/Na\ /Nab\ (^b\ f^ah] 
UJ \"b/ V"ab/ 
^Kb^"abJNab> = /NA /Ng\ * • (4.**) 
Vn^j Ug/ 
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To find the maximum likelihood estimator of Feller (7) suggests 
a method that is applicable to this situation. He recommends that the 
ratio of the likelihood functions for Ngy and Ngyl be considered. As 
Nab increases, the likelihood also increases as long as this ratio 
remains greater than one. We assume the likelihood function has a unique 
maximum and increases monotonically to the maximum. Thus we set the 
ratio 
/NbWNab\ 
L("àb'":b;Nab) = (4.67) 
A  
equal to one and solve for This results in the cubic equation 
Kh,c ["A+"B] 
+ ^ ab,c [("Ib+"ab)%+"lb"ab(^A+NB)] 
-"ab^ab^ANB^ 0- (4.68) 
A  
Note that N^^ ^  is a function of n^jj and n^y. To evaluate the bias 
A  
of Ngb g and its variance, we again utilize a Taylor series expansion of 
A  
^ab,c 3bout the expected values of n^^ and ngy. Thus 
E Pab^c] = f [E(4b) 'E(nSb)J 
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},h [E(n;^ )^ (n^ )^] 
+ Var(n^b) 
2^n'2 
ab 
. Var(.,^Akaj . ar(n^b)- — —' (4.69) 
2 HI 
When evaluated at the expected values of n^j^ and n^^, expression (4.69) 
may be written as |}ab,c-^ab] 
+ (nANANg+ngN^g-n^ngN^Ng 
- Nab,c 
+ "A^BVA^B] = 0' (4.70) 
Thus 
E(&,h ,) i H. [E(n'y),E(n^^)] 
2 èn-^  
Var(n^b)à^£[ ECn;^) 
2^"ab 
By implicit differentiation, 
2 
where 
d t [EKb>'^<"V]. V 
A = nBSb'^<%-"B) ["&(%+2 N,y)+«g(N^y.N,^ 
- ngNgHg(H^-nA) +NA%(^ab"%)] • 
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Similarly, 
2 ^"ab [»B''a''ab'l-%)+''A®ab''b(l-fB)3 
where 
B = nA«,Ng(l,A-A) ["B(''A+2 V+^AWab-^b  ^
- "AVA^B-V ["A«ab(''A-V%(''ab-''ail ' 
Since the variances of n^^ and Thus both partial derivatives are 0(l/n). 
"ab 0(n), we conclude that 
E(Nab,c) = Nab+ «(1). 
The variance of ^ may be approximated as follows: 
2, I [E(n'i,),E(n^i,)] ^  ^ 
(4.71) 
Var(Hab,c) = 
d n' ab 
Var(n^b> 
a f [E(n'b),E(n^b)] 
^ "ab 
NbNA(NB-"B) 
Var(n^b> 
"aVA """"fi^a^B 
NaN|(NA-nA) 
"A VA^^B""B^ "^"B^a^B ^'^A'^A^ 
Var(n'Ab). (4.72) 
Recall that 
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where 
, "««bCA-» (%-=:) 
•"oH " n*%(%-l) (llg-ng)+nBllg(%-my|) (%-U 
It follows that 
^ <h 
and 
^f[îKb''®<°abîl .-1 
^"ab 
A  A ,  
Thus the variances of ^ and ^ are equal to terms of 0(n). We 
may thus conclude that 
Var(N b ) = ^a^ab^b^^A~"A> +0(1). (4.73) 
Var(N^l,,e) n^N^(N^_l) (NB-ng)+nBN^(N^_n^) (N3-I) 
We may summarize the above results with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. The maximum likelihood estimator of when sampling is 
without replacement is the root of 
Nab,c[nA+"B] 
c [("A+^ab) %+(nB+nlb) ^-'^AnB+^ab^B+'^ab^Aj 
Ab,c |(<b+<b)%+<b"ab(W)] 
-"lb"ab^A%= 0' (4.68) 
A  
that maximiees the likelihood equation (4.66). ^ is unbiased to 
0(n) and its variance equals that of ^ to terms of 0(n) . [j 
We have thus considered several estimators of that are not 
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functions of the number of elements drawn from both frames, n^. When 
sampling is without replacement and it is judged impractical to identify 
A  
elements entering the study from both frames, we recommend as the 
estimator of . Its variance is equal to that of the Hartley-type 
A 
estimator, g, and to that of the maximum likelihood estimator, 
A A 
N . , to terms of order n. However, N . „ is unbiased to terms of 
ao,c' ab,s 
A  A  
order 1. N , „ and N , are unbiased to terms of order n. âD^H aD^s 
A  
If the sampling is with replacement, ^ reduces to the maximum 
likelihood estimator presented by Williams ( 20 ) . In this case, 
A 
has the above advantages when compared to g. 
2. Duplicated items identified 
The estimators of Ng^j considered above make no use of the number of 
elements duplicated in the sample. We will now consider several esti­
mators that are functions of n^ and coiiq>are them to the above estimators. 
The Horvitz-Thompson (11) estimator has been considered in Chapter 2. 
We now will consider its potential in estimating the domain sizes. We 
define the following three random variables. 
= 1 if the i*"^ element in domain a is included in the sample, 
= 0, otherwise. 
= 1 if the i*"^ element in domain ab is included in the 
sample, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Z^^ = 1 if the i^^ element in domain b is included in the sample, 
= 0, otherwise. (4.74) 
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Recall, tdiat the general form of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is 
î„ T = 5 S- . (4.75) 
él Hi 
The following estimators result when the random variables ^abi' 
are inserted in the numerator of (4.75). Note that we are utilizing 
the /I£*8 for domains a, ab and b that were developed in Chapter 3. 
A 
VH-T = 2 . (4.76) 
6i Hi "A 
^ ^a+^ab 2 MM 
Vh-I' Y -m = °FY— 
i=^a+l 
= "ab^A^B (4.77) 
K 
N 
Sb,H-T= Z 
i=Vab 111 °B 
+X 
Since these estimators are derived from the Horvitz-Thompson form, 
they will be unbiased. This is easily verified utilizing the following 
expected values of n^, and ny developed in Appendix B. 
n.NI 
E(nJ = , (4.79) 
a 
E(.,p . "abt^V-B^A-AV (4.80) 
VB 
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and 
n^N 
E(ny) = "Y" • (4.81) 
B 
It follows immediately that the estimators of Ng, and N], given in 
(4.76), (4.77) and (4.78) are unbiased. 
The variances of the estimators are as follows: 
Var(fia,H.l) = I Var(„,) = ' '4-82) 
ïar(8 ^  = ïM VarCn^t,)' (Vab+^z) (4.33) 
ab,H-T g2 K2(Na-1)(Nb-1) 
and 
where 
and 
Var(N, ) = var(ny) = ^ ab^b(%-"B) (4.84) 
b'H-T _2 nB(NB-l) 
B 
Ki = K-"A%(%-"B) ""B^A(^A-"A) 
^2 ~ ®^A%(^""A"'^B^ • (4.85) 
The variance expressions for n^, n^y and ny are derived in Appendix B. 
Variance expressions (4.82), (4.83) and (4.84) were developed utilizing 
properties of the hypergeometric distribution. The expressions may also 
be derived from the general formula 
VAR(?H.i) = f ^  y,' + f . (4.86) 
Û Mi ^ 'Ullj 
This is done in Appendix C. 
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This system of estimating the domain sizes is not intuitively 
appealing since 
^a,H-T * ^A~®ab,H-T (^.87) 
and 
%,H-T ^  %""^ab,H-T • (4.88) 
We may define 
k - <4.89) 
and 
% = "B-S,b,H.T • (4.90) 
A* Aie 
The variances of and Ny are both equal to the variance of 
Nab,H-T' 
(n^Ng+nBN^-n^Qfi) 
Utilization of the variance of n^y derived in Appendix B allows us to 
A 
express the variance of as follows; 
= (l_fg)+fg(l.p) (l-fA)+fAf{] 
(fA+fB-fA^B) 
+ 0(1). (4.91) 
A  A  
Recall that the variances of and are as follows: 
A , Vab^A-V 
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+ 0(1) (4.92) 
and 
,A , ^ab^b(%-"B) 
+0(1), (4.93) 
% 
where 
and 
p . M 
% 
/\. A 
The variance of Ng is less than that of if 
[fA(l-a) (l-fB)+fg(i_p) (i-fA)+f^f^ 
^ (l-g) . (4.94) 
fA 
Note that terms of order 1 have been ignored in the formulation of 
(4.94). It can easily be seen that this inequality will not always 
hold since if a = p = 1, (4.94) becomes 
: o .  
This inequality does not hold since the left hand side must be positive. 
A NA 
In this case, Na,H-T = — zero since n^ is zero. However, 
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K " NA-Nab,H-T = NA-
does not equal Bero. Thus ^a^H-T obviously the more desirable estimator 
in this situation. 
We now will consider inequality (4.94) to determine situations in 
which N* has smaller variance than does Expression (4.94) holds 
if 
f|(l-fB)^(l-0!)+fAfB(l-fA)(l-fB)(l-P) 
+ flfsd-ffiXd-a) [fA(l-fB)+fg2. 
Expression (4.95) holds if 
< 2(1-0!) f^(l-fg)+(l-a) fg. 
This inequality may be expressed as 
(4.95) 
0< [fAd-ffi^ 2(1-0!)-fA-(l-fA) (1-P) + 
(l-a)fB 
fA(l-fB) 
(4.96) 
In terms of the sample; domain and frame sizes, (4.96) holds if 
2Na _ "A - (NA-nA)Nb 
Na NA 
'!ÎEÎÎa_ 0 .  
Alternative expressions of this inequality are 
+ %%%>« 
and 
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[%<''a-»ab)+''ab<''A-"A'] 
>"• 
' ^ Thus the variance of will be less than that of g_g, when 
 ^(%-%) 
B 
+ "B^a^A ^ (4.97) 
ï^A<%-nB> 
In the same manner it can be shown that the variance of Ny will be 
A  
less than that of when 
HANbNB 
) T (N^b-V < (%-n3).
Although no conclusive statements can be made concerning the 
A  A  
variances of and Ny compared to the variances of and N|j, 
A  A  
we will accept the original estimators Na/H_T and as the Horvitz-
Thompson estimators of and . 
We have thus formulated the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. The Horvitz-Thompson estimators of N , , N and N, are 
ab' a b 
where 
"ab = "ab+"ab-"d; 
K,n.r'^ = (4.76) 
and 
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A VB , ,-l 
^b,H-T ixg • (4.78) 
The variances of these estimators are as follows: 
A Ngy(l-f^) (1-fg) -1 
+ 0(1), (4.83) 
A N^d-f*) 
Var(Na,H-T) = + 0(1). (4.82) 
and 
ïar(Nb^H-l) = + 0(1) • D (4.84) 
B 
Recall that Hartley's estimator of (4.1), combined two un­
biased estimators of Ngjj, "ab^A g^d "ab^B . It is possible to extend 
"A «B 
this approach by utilizing a third unbiased estimator of N^^.^d^A% , 
We thus define the estimator 
Nab,l = PfÂ^*lb+rfB^"ab+(l-P-r)fÂ^fB^"d' 
where 
^A = "a^^A 
and 
% ™ "3/%' (4.98) 
Utilization of the variance and covariance expressions for n^j^. 
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and n^j developed in Appendix B allows us to express the variance of 
N , , as follows: 
ab,l 
V*r(Nab,l) = 
where 
and 
+(l-r-p)2£^2fj2 
+2p(l-r-p) f%%+2r(l-r-p) fg^Vg+Od), 
Va = Var(nlb), 
Vg = VarCn^b), 
« = ^ab/^A 
6 = Nab/Ng. (4.99) 
To facilitate further considerations, (4.99) can be rewritten as 
Var(Nab,l) = P^C^+r2Cg+(l-r-p)2(C^^-CB+C^g) 
+ 2p(l-r-p)Cj4^r(l-r-p)Cg, 
where 
and 
C. = fr^v. = ''^aNabd-W + 0(1), 
^ ^ "A 
Cg = fg^Vg = ^ ab^b(^"%) + 0(1) 
® ® » ng 
CAB = NabfA^fB^(l-fA)(l-fB)• (4.100) 
Differentiating (4.100) with respect to p and r and equating the 
resulting partials to zero, gives the system 
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P +rCAB = C^+Cg 
and 
[5A"^AB] ~ ^ A"'"^AB • (4.101) 
The system (4»101) yields the solutions 
C^CB+C^Cg 
"o C^CB+C^C^+C^Cg 
r  = ^AS'^A^AB 
o 
CACB+CACAB+Cab^B 
and 
(l-Po-r.)- "C^Cs+C^C^hC^CB • 
Utilization of the definitions of C^B and CB allows us to express 
Po, To and (l-po-rg) as follows: 
"A^ [}'A''B-=#ah] 
Po = K3 K3 
J , [?ANb+ CA-^A) %1 , ''B''a[''A%-°A''ab3 
S K3 
and 
where 
-"AnB^a^b 
K3 = »AnB^a^b+"B^a(^A-nA) % 
+ nA%(%-"B)^A' (4.103) 
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Utilization of the resulting expressions for p^, r^ and l-Po-r^ yields 
CACabCB 
Var Olab,l) = 
"abWA'B 
2 2 
yfWi f \ + NabfAfB(fBVA+fAVB) 
(l-f^Xl-fj) 
NaWb%-"A)(%-"B) 
^^B^a^b+^^a %+"A^b (% ""B^ %. (4.104) 
We now show that the variance of (4.104), is smaller than 
that of Ngy g (4.26). Recall that N^y ^ is the Hartley-type estimator 
that results when the finite population correction terms are not ignored 
in the derivation of the weights that minimize the variance of g. 
A  A ,  
The variance of ^ is less than that of ^ if 
NaNabNb(NA-nA)(KB-hb) 
"A^B^a^b+^B^a (%-"A) %-^nA% ^A 
. IlaNabNb(NA-nA) (NB-hb) 
"A^b^^A"^) (%""B^"^"B^a(^A""A^ (%-!) 
(4.105) 
Inequality (4.105) holds if 
"ANb(NA-l) (NB-nB)+"BNa(NA-"A) %-!) 
d nAnBNaNb+nBNa(NA-nA)NB+nANb(NB-nB)NA. (4.106) 
This inequality holds since 
0 •<nAnBNaNb+nBNa(NA-nA)+nANb(NB-nB). (4.107) 
A  A  
Thus the variance of ^ less than that of Nàb,H' 
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We will now compare the variance of to the variance of the 
a a 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator of The variance of gg, 
to terms of order n is 
A NATJ(l-f A) (l-fn) r 
Var(N )= -TT-S ^ fAd-fs) (l^)+fB(l-fA) (l-P)+fAfBj 
[fA+frfAffiJ ^ 
(4.108) 
Thus the variance of 1, (4.104), is less than that of N^b,H-T 
NabfAffiVAVfi 
f2f2v V 
A 
(l-j-A^ 
."ab^'-'^A) (l-W [(A(l-fB) . (4.109) 
" [«A+îb-VB] ^ 
The inequality (4.109) holds if 
2 
^AWB [£A+tB-£A%] 
K^I^Vab"-V "-V ^A^b"BV^^B3 
[fA(l-iB)(l-a)+fB(l-£A)Cl-P)+£A£B] • (4.110) 
Utilization of the facts that 
"A = "ab^A'l^Xl-fA'-^d) 
and 
Vg = N3bfB(l-P)(l-fB)+0(l) 
enables us to express inequality (4.110) as 
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(1-=) (1-P) [fA(l-y+%(l-fA)+fAfB] 
<r [f^fg(lMx)(l-p)+fg(l<%)(l-f^)+f^(l-p) (1-fg^ 
|fA(l-fB) (l-<%)+fB(l-fA) (l-p)+fAfB] • (4.111) 
It can be shown that (4.111) holds to terms of order 1 if 
(l-f*) (l-fB> 2+(l-p) 2-2(1-0!) (1-p)] 
+fB(l-fA)(l-0!) [(1-9)2+1-2(1-9) 
+fA(l-fB)(l-P) [(l-0!)2+l-2(l-a) 
The inequality (4.112) will hold since 
0. (4.112) 
(l-f^)(l-fg)(9K3!)2+fg(i-f^)(i-a)92+f^(l-fg)(l-9)a2 >0. (4.113) 
A  
Thus to terms of order n the variance of is less than that of 
A  
^ab,H-T' Horvitz-Thompson estimator of 
It must be noted that is a function of the unknown domain 
A  
sizes. Thus its practical utility, like that of is limited. 
Recall that we utilized the unbiased estimators 
"A 
and 
"B 
to estimate the weights p^jj and l-p^g in In an identical manner, 
we may estimate the weights po, rg, and l-p^-r^ to construct 
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N . - = + 
ab, 1 ha ng 
+ (l-p„-rj JtÉÉà , (4.114) 
° ° "a"B 
where 
a _ "anfa |nbna+(nb-nb)nj 
Po Â f (4.115) 
K3 
a _ "B^a PA%+(NA-nA)NB] r = o a l^'A"b • (4.116) 
o ^ 
and 
K3 
a  a a a  
^3 "A"BW'*""B^a^'^A""A^®^B 
"A%(%""B)^A • (4.117) 
1 ™ay also be expressed as 
%b,l = "dfÂ^fB^+Po("lbfÂ^-"dfÂ^fB ) 
+ ro(*abfB^-ndfÂ^fB^) 
+(Po-Po)("Ib^Â^-nd^Â^^B^) 
+($o-ro) (n^b%^-njfÂ^fB^) (4.118) 
= *Lb,l + (Po-Po)(^Â^"âb-^Â^^B\) 
+(ro-ro)(fB^n%b-fÂ^fB^nd)• (4.119) 
The expressions (n^tfA^-n^fÂ^fÊb and (Hab^B^-"d^Â^^B^) are Op(Vli) . 
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The expressions (Pq-Pq) and (rq-rg) are Op(l/Vn). Thus it follows 
A t 
from expressions (4.118) and (4.119) that ^ and ^ are identical 
to terms whose order in probability is n. 
From (4.119) it follows that the expected value of^TÔ^^ is as 
follows: 
E(Kb,l) = 
+ E [%(n%bQ^-"dfÂ^«B^)]' (4.120) 
To evaluate the expected value oflï^y ^ , it is convenient to 
expand (4.120) in a Taylor series about the expected values of n^, n-^ 
and nj. Thus the expected value ofequals plus the second-
order terms of the resulting Taylor series. Each of these terms is the 
product of a covariance or variance term and the corresponding second 
derivative evaluated at the expected values of na,nb and nj. Each 
variance and covariance term is 0(n). It can be shown after some 
lengthy algebraic manipulations that each second derivative evaluated 
at the expected values of na,nb and nd is 0(1/n). Thus 
E(^b,l) = Nab+Od). (4.121) 
Note thatis undefined when n^ = nj, = 0. In this situation 
is defined to be the minimum of and Ng. The above results 
may be summarized as follows. 
Lemma 4.7. An estimator that combines three unbiased estimators of 
is 
^ab,l ' PofÂ^aab+rofB^nab+(l-Po-ro)fÂ^fB^nd, (4.98) 
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where 
r = "B\ ["AV<V"A>%] 
K3 
(1-p -r ) = ""A^BNa^b (4.103) 
S 
and 
K3 = nA"B^a%+"B^a(^A-"A) Ng+i^A^ (%-"B) ^A 
a 
The variance of ^ is as follows: 
Var(N ) = ^a^ab^b^^A~"A) (%-"B) ^ 
^ nAnBNaNj,+nBNa(NA-nA)NB+nANi,(NB-nB)NA 
(4.104) 
Assume terms of order 1 in the variance expressions for 
a i 
Nab, H the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of 
N = ^A^B ("ab"*""ab""d) 
^ ' nA%+nB^A-"A"B 
A 
are ignored. Then the variance of is smaller than the variances 
^ab,H ^ab,H-T-
/—' A 
In practice the estimator must be used in place of 
where 
Xb 1 = ^ SÏiabîÎA + Vab% + ) "d% . (4.114) 
"A "B "A^B 
The expected value of^ is as follows: 
(4.121) 
If terms of order 1 are ignored, 
Var(^b,l) = Var(Ngb^i). [1 
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We will now consider the maximum likelihood estimator of N , 
ab 
when n^ is included as a variable in the likelihood equation. We 
will continue to assume that sampling is without replacement. The 
proposed likelihood function is the product of the likelihood function 
of the hypergeometric variable n^b and the likelihood function of the 
hypergeometric variables n'àb and n<j conditional on n^^. The resulting 
likelihood function may be expressed as 
We will utilize the approach of Feller (7) described in finding 
A  
^ab,c find the solution to maximize expression (4.122) . Thus we 
set the ratio of L(n^y,n^y,nj;Nab) L(n^b;"ab;"d;Nab-l) equal to one. 
Our estimator of is the integer less than the value of that 
satisfies the following equation 
L(nàb^"ab^"d;Nab) 
^("ab''^ab'"d '^ab^ '^^(^ab »^ab) ^(^ab^^d I '^ab '^ab^ 
(4.122) 
^("ab^"ab^"d'^ab"^^ 
= 1. (4.123) 
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A  
' .m The solution is given by the quadratic equation in 
Q = ("a+"ab+%)%b,m 
- [na<NB+l)+ng^(NA+NA+2)+nb(NA+l)-nanb] 
+ na|j(NA+l) (Ng+1) = 0 . (4.124) 
a2 a 
If Q is expressed as aN^y m+bN^y^^+C; where a, b and c represent 
the coefficients in (4.124), the quadratic formula yields the general 
solution 
^ab,m ^  -b ± Vb2-4ac , (4.125) 
2a 
We will now investigate the properties of The expressions 
for will always be real if b2>-4ac. Thus the roots of Q,(4.125), 
will be real if 
[(n-ng) (N^+1) + (n-n^j) (Ng+1) - ngn^j ^  
•> 4n(n-ng-njj) (N^+l) (Ng+1) , 
where 
" = "a + "ab + "b- (4.126) 
The inequality (4.126) may be rewritten as 
(n-na) ^(N^+1) 2 + (n-n^,) ^(Ng+l) ^ + n|n^ 
- Zn^njj [(n-n^) (N^+1) + (n-n^) (Ng+1^ 
> 2(NA+1) (Ng+1) (n^-ngn-njjn-ngn^j) 
+ 2(N^+l)(Ng+l)nanb 
- 2(NA+l)(Ng+l)nan,,. (4.127) 
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This is equivalent to the inequality 
j(n-n|j) (Ng+1) - (n-ng) (NA+I)^ ^  + nZn^ 
- an^nb [(n-n^) (NB+1) + (n-n^) (N^+1) - 2(N^+1) (Ng+1^ > 0. (4.128) 
Since 
- 2nanb ^(n-na) (NA+1) -2(NA+1) (Nb+1^ -Znany j^-(n-na) (NA+1)J , 
(4.129) 
it follows that 
j(n-nb) (NB+1) - (n-na) (NA+1)J ^ + n^y 
- 2nanb j^(n-nb) (NB+D + (n-na) (NA+1) - 2(NA+1)(NB+1^ 
|(n-nb) (NB+1) - (tt-na) (NA+1) J ^ + NFN^ 
- 2nanb |^(n-nb) (NB+1) - (n-na) (NA+1)J 
= |^[(n-njj)(NB+l)-(n-na)(N^+l)J -n^n^ > 0. (4.130) 
Since (4.130) holds, it follows that the solutions for N , are âD^IQ 
always real. 
We may now verify that the left root of (4.125) is the correct root. 
Recall that expression (4.123) results from the ratio of l'(nàb;nab;'^d) 
Nab) to L(nàb,nab;nd;Nab-l). Equating this ratio to one is equivalent 
to finding the value for Nab such that the slope of the likelihood 
function is zero. Thus the expression Q, (4.124), is the first deriva­
tive of the likelihood function. Thus the second derivative of the like-
a a 
lihood function evaluated at Ngb^m must be negative if Nab,m is such that 
the likelihood function is maximized. The second derivative of the 
likelihood function is 
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^ Q A 
- jjiaCNfi +1) +nab(NA+NB+2) +nb(NA+D -nan^ 
2aNab,in+ b. (4.131) 
A  
Thus we define ^ to be the root such that 
/ 2 
b+^b —4ac 
la 
a + b <0 . (4.132) 
The inequality (4.132) can be written 
+ Vb^ - 4ac <0. (4.133) 
Thus the left root of expression (4.125) is the root that maximizes 
the likelihood function. 
A  
To find the expected value of and its variance, it is 
convenient to express the quadratic function of (4.124), as 
follows: 
A2 
Q = (nA+nB-nd)Nab,m 
- [("A+nab-^d) + (ng+n^b-^d) (NA+^) 
- (nAnB-nabnA-nàbnB+nàb"ab)] Nab,m 
+ (nàb+nab-nd) (NA+1) (NB+1) = 0. (4.134) 
A  
Thus is a function of nàb^nab and nj. To find an expression for 
A  
the expectation of Nab,m; we utilize the following Taylor series ex­
pansion about the expected values of nàb; Rab and nj. 
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*Lb,m = "ab' "d> 
= f [eK^), E(n^p, E(n^)] 
• r„" ffrr [E(nab)'E(n%b),E(ad)] 
L"=b-®<"ab)J 
. [„,.E(„,)] a([EKb),E(<b),E(J 
b Oj 
+ [nâb-E(nâb)] [E(n'b),Efayt),E(,j)J 
["Sb-EKb)] [^Kb^'^<°ab''^<"d>] 
2^"ab 
k-E<„^)] '^M^-àb) .®<"ïb)':('d)] 
2dnl 
+ [nJb-E(n4b)] [nab-ECnSb^ [sfa^b) >E(nab>>^fad)] 
2<»"db()*Sb 
^ kb-^(<b)] k-^s>] [E(.;b).H(.:b),E(.a)] 
2àn',ônd 
* [vM '»'' S":r'â"'"'""''^ - "• 
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To evaluate (4.135), we must first find at the expected 
values of n^y, n^y and n^. To evaluate f |jE(nàb), G(*ab)' f 
it is convenient to rewrite Q as follows: 
Q' » (na'«ab'^b)®rt,ni 
- [•'aV"ab<W''°b®A-"a"b] ^ab,» 
At the expected values of n^^ng^ and nj, Q' may be written as follows: 
Q' = [Nab,m-Nab] pab,m("A%+"B%-"A"B^ab) 
- NANgCn^NB+ngN^-n^nB)] = 0. (4.136) 
Thus the left root of Q' equals when evaluated at the expected 
values of "àb^^ab "d* Although the left root of the original 
quadratic Q is not it can be shown that 
f [E(n4b),E(nyb),E(nb)] = Ng^,+0(1) . (4.137) 
The partial derivatives required in expression (4.135) can be found 
A  
explicitly from the quadratic formula for or implicitly from the 
quadratic function, Q, (4.124), since 
Q = h ^ n^b,n2b,nd,BLb,m]= h [n^t,n%b,nd,g(n^b/aab,nd)] • (4.138) 
Utilization of the implicit approach allows us to evaluate the bias of 
Ngb m» From expression (4.135), it follows that 
E(«ab,m) = »ab + 0(1) 
+ Var(„i^ [E(n'i,),E(,V,E(n^)] 
tVarWV) a'f [E(n;b),E(n%b),E(.d)] 
2^-a^ 
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+ ïar(n,) 
f1 
2 ^ *àb&"d 
+ Co,%,.,) à't [E(n',),EK,).E(,,)] (4.139) 
ab^ d 
It can be shown that the partial derivatives in expression (4.139) are 
order (1/n). Since the variances and covariances in (4,139) are each 
of order n, it follows that 
= < Vm> -"ab + "X" • 
A  
We now consider the variance of N , 
ab,m 
V»'(«ab,.) ' E [«ab.m " E(»ab,m)] ^  
+ [n^b-ECtiab)] ^ ' &(°4b>'''<''ab>'^<''d>] 
a<b 
+ [nab-®("ïb)] 
3-Sb 
+ rn^-E(nd)J r^C"4b)j^^"ab)j^^"d)] 
+ 0(1) - (NAB+0(1))J (4.141) 
Recall that f [^(ngjj),E(ng|j),E(nj) J equals 0^^+0(1). If terms of 
order 1 are ignored, expression (4.141) becomes 
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= ^ arCnj^y) [E(nAb),E(n'^b)^E(nd)] 
3 n ab 
+ Var(n;^) 
+ Var(nj) 
a>f [E(n^b)'EKb)'E(ndg 
a »:b 
[E(n4b),E(n^b)^E(nd)] 
+ 2Cov(n^&,nd) 
d n. 
a)f[E(n;t),E(n'^t,),E(nd)] 
d nib 
[EKb)^E(ny,E(n^)] 
+ 2Cov(n%h,nd) dt [EKb),EKb),E(nd>] 
à°ab 
[E(n;b),E(n^p,E(nj)] 
8%/ 
(4.142) 
The partial derivatives in (4.142) can be found implicitly and 
when evaluated at the expected values of n^^, n^y and n^ take the 
following forms: 
af [E(n'b),E(n^b)'E(nd)] 
an; 
*ab 
3f [E(n4b),E(n^b)^^(»d)] 
= -Nab [NA+l+nB(l-p)+(NA+l) (%+!)] , 
(-D)/NaNB 
(4.143) 
= -«ab [NB+l+n^d^) H-(NA+1) (Ng+l^ 
Ô"ab (4.144) 
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and 
àf [E(n4b),E(<b),E(nd^ ^ -(N^+lXNb+l) (4.145) 
a Ha (-»)/% 
where 
» = + [Î^AW^^BVA-KC^"8+2)] "ab 
- nA^a%(%+l)(%+l) +nA"B^a^b ' (4.146) 
It may be shown that 
-D = "A^B^ab" [("A+"B) ^A^+'^A^B"'^^ ^ ab 
+ N^% [K+Cn^+ng)] 
= <Nab~l> ["A"B^ab- ("A+^s)^A%] +K(Nab+NANB), 
where 
K = n^Ng+ngN^-n^ng. (4.147) 
Recall that the variance of the maximum likelihood estimator 
A 
ignoring duplicated items, and that of Hartley's (10) estimator 
A  A  A  
Nab H' were shown to be equal to terms of order n. m ^ 
A  A  
are extensions of ^ and g respectively that are functions of 
the duplicated items, n^. 
A  A  
We will now consider the variances of N , and N , , . The variance 
ab^m ab,1 
A  
of Ngb I can be expressed as follows; 
Var (Nab,P = PofÂ^Var(nâb)+r^fB^V*r(nab) 
+ (l-Po-V^^;^f5^Var(nj) 
+ 2po (l-Po-fo)fÂ^fB^Cov(n^b'nd) 
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+2ro(l-p^-ro)£;lf-2cov(n;^,n^). 
Utilization of the expressions for pg, r^ and (l-p^-r^), (4.103), 
A  
allows us to express the variance of as follows; 
2 
VarCn^b) V*r(Hab,l) = % 
% [VB-^A^ab 
K. 
NaWs 
Var(n^b> 
K 
•3 J 
Var(nj) 
+ [NA%""B^abJ ^ o"v(nàb'"d^ 
K' 
+2NXNAN| [NANfi-nANab] CovCn^b^nj) 
K, 
where 
(4.148) K3 = nA"B^a^b+"B^a(^A-"A) % + "A^b(%-"B)^A' 
We now show that each term of the variance of (4.142), is 
A  
equal to the corresponding term of the variance of (4.148). We 
will consider first the terms -D and K^. Note that both terms are 
4 
order n . We will now show that the leading terms of -D are equal to 
K^. The leading terms of -D are 
"A"B^L-^ab^A%(nA+%) +NA% ("A^+^B^A-nAnB) . 
The difference of the two terms becomes 
-D-K3 . [«"L-VB-WWVA] 
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+"aNANB [-Nab+%"^b] 
["Nab+^A"Na] 
= n^ng [Ngy-NANB-NaNb+NaNg+NyN^ 
= "A«B[Ni-(NA-Na)(NB-Nb)] 
= "AnB(*^ab-^L) = 0* (4.149) 
Thus the coefficients of the variance of n^y in the variances of 
^ab,m ^ab, P 
^f [E(n'b),E(n^b)^E("d[| ^ 
3 n 
ab 
and p§f%^, are equal 
if 
NANB(NA+l)(NB+j.)-Nab [NA+l+ngd-P)] N^Ng 
D 
= NyNACNANB-nB^ab). 
Ko 
(4.150) 
Since D and are order n , both sides of (4,150) are order 1. If we 
ignore terms of order less than 1, we may express (4.150) as 
NANB-VA% [NA+"B<^-P)] = NbNA(NANB-nBNab) . 
B S 
Since D = Kg, (4.151) holds if 
Vi-''ab'^ [V»B(1-P>] = «bC-AWab) ' 
This equality holds since 
N^Ng(N3-Ngb-Nb) - "B^ab^b"^"B^ab^b 
In a similar manner it may be shown that 
(4.151) 
(4.152) 
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[E(nàb) ;E(nab) n, iqQ\ 
_ r„f, . 
Consider now the coefficients of the variance of n^. They are 
equal if 
à. ^ 
Expression (4.154) holds if 
%("&+!)(%+» . «aVA% (4.155) 
D Kj 
If we ignore terms of order less than one, (4.155) becomes 
D Kg 
(4.156) 
(4.156) holds since D =» K^. Thus we have shown that the variances of 
A  
N , 1 and N , are equal if terms of order 1 are ignored. The above 
ab,i ab,m 
equalities provide immediate verification of the equality of the 
A  A  
covariance terms in the variances of N , and N , ,. 
ab,m ab,l 
A  
We must note that yields a very reasonable answer in the case 
n^ = n^ and n'gjj = ng. In this situation, (4.124) reduces to 
The left root then is the minimum of N^+1 and N^+l. Recall that Ngb^m 
is defined to be the integer less than the solution to the quadratic 
equation (4.124). Thus equals the minimum of and Ng. 
'ihe aoove results can be summarized by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.8. The maximum likelihood estimator of assuming sampling is 
without replacement and allowing for duplication is the left root of the 
quadratic equation 
(ng+n^b+Ob)^ab^m 
- ["a +"ab (^A+% +2) +nb (N^+1) ^ab ,m 
+ ng^(N^+l)(Ng+l) = 0. (4.124) 
A A 
Nab m unbiased to terms of order n. The variance of is the same 
A 
to terms of order n as that of N^b^i and is given as follows: 
Var(N V ) = %b%(NA-"A) H (4 26) 
A 
We now will develop an estimator similar to g which for the 
case of no identification of duplicated items was unbiased to terms of 
order 1. Recall the Hartley-type estimator that utilizes the number 
A 
of duplicates is Ngb,i; where 
Nab,l = Po^Â^^àb + rofB^n%b+(l-Po-ro)fÂ^fB^"d' 
A 
In practice, the weights pg and r^ must be estimated. If we use Ngb^m 
in estimating the optimum weights; the resulting estimator, N^b^p; is un­
biased to terms of order 1. We define 
^ab,F = Po^Â^^âb + ^ o^B^^ab + (l-Po-^o>fÂ^^B^^d^ 
where n^Nb [ngN^ + (NB-nB)Nj 
^o n^ngNgNb+ngNgCNA-nA)Ng+n^Nb(Ng-ng) 
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Va [°A^ + 
K = «A-«ab,m 
and 
®b = %-»ab,m • (4-157) 
A 
The following lemma facilitates the proof that ^ is unbiased 
to terms of order 1. It will also be used in several subsequent proofs. 
Lemma 4.9. Let k unbiased estimators of T be denoted by l ~^2'' 
A 
T and consider the linear combinations 
k 
A If ^ 
such that 
k 
A A 
and 
• i 
such that 
i b. = 0 . 
1^1 
If the a are such that Var(^. a T ) is minimum subject to the 
k i=l 1 
restriction that ^ a^ = 1, 
i=l 
^ ^ A il 
CovCX T , Y, \T = 0. 
i=l ^ i=l 
In the proof of lemma 4.9 we set 
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A A 
Gov (T,A) = (Tgy 
and 
A _ 2 
Var(A) = 6, . 
D 
2 
Consider first the case fT, = 0. We define 
A A A . "  A  
A = T - A = i 
1 i=l 
and 
A -Ç- A K 
A = I + A = (a^+bj^)T^ . 
^ i=l 
A A A 
Note that the coefficients of in both A and A ^ sum to one. Also 
note that 
A 4 A ^ 
VarCA^) = Var ( 1 ) - 2Cov(A T) 
i } 
and 
A A /\ A 
Var(A ) = Var(T ) + 2Cov(A T ) . 
A A ' A 
It follows that COV(ZA T) = 0 since the variance of I is minimum in i 
the class of estimators that satisfy the restriction of having 
coefficients that sum to one, 
2 
We now consider (T y >0. Let 
^ A A 
T ^ / a. _ 
S I  '  5 
t 4T,. 
i=l 
where 
af = Si - . (4.158) 
0 V, 
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Note that X!" a? = 1. The variance of"T is found as follows: 
i=l ^ 
/f ^  ^ 
Var(T*) = Var(T ) + —Var(A) 
<^h 
2i^Cov(T,A) 
<^b 
A 
= Var(T) - é. Var(T ) . 
2 
b 
f 2 
(4.159) 
A 
Since "T is such that its variance is minimum subject to the restriction 
k 
that 53 a^ = 1, Cj ab must be zero. 
i=l 
To show that the bias of is 0(l/n), we first expand in 
a Taylor series about and r^. Thus 
^ -1*1 c-l_ii 
\b,F " PofÂ""lb+^ofB%b+(l-Po-ro)^Â^fB^"d 
+ (Po-Po)(fÂ^"àb-fÂlfB^"d) 
+ (rn-ro)(f;ln%h-f:lf;lnj). (4.160) o ^ab" A B ^d' 
a 
The expected value of ^ is as follows: 
E(Nab,F> = Ngb+E [po(f%^n;b-f%^f5%)] 
+E [ro(fB^n^b-fÂ^fB^nd)] • 
We now expand po and Tq in a Taylor series about Ngb since po = f(Nab,m) 
and rg = g(Nab,m)' Thus 
(4.161) 
E(Nab,F) = 
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+ E <»ab,„-''=b)#2abl (4.162) 
The derivative of Po with respect to when evaluated at is as 
follows : 
3 ^(^ab) _ [znAnsNab-nAnfiNB-nANANBl 
^ *f i J 
à »ab,m 
- l2''A''B''ab"''A%®B-"B®A%l "l (4.163) 
where 
= nANb(NA%-nB^ab) (4.164) 
and 
®1 = nAnB(^ab-^A%)+^A%(nA%'^nB^a) ' (4.165) 
Thus (4.163) is 0(l/n). Similarly the derivative of r^ with respect to 
^ab,m evaluated at Nab is 0(l/n) . 
We now utilize Lemma 4.9 in evaluating the expected value of 
(4.162). Note that N^^ ^ is equivalent to T and fÂ^*àb"fÂ^fB^*d i® 
equivalent to Za in Lemma 4.9. Thus 
Cov(Nab,l,fÂ^nàb-fÂlfB^nd) = 0-
Similarly 
Cov(Nab,l,fB^"ab-fÂ^fB^nd) 0" 
Since Nab,m = Kh,l + Op(l)' 
E(Nab,p) = "ab + àî<i!abl 
o Nabjm 
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+ llEabl E(H,b,m-''ab>««ikb-£Â^£i^»d> 
^ ^ab,m 
+ 0 (1/n) 
P 
Ngb+Op(l/n). (4.166) 
Also note that 
c-1 , ^-l.-l (^A "ab'^A % "d) ~ Op(Vn), 
~ Op(\/n)^ 
(Po-Po) = Op(l/Vn) 
and 
(rQ-ro) = Op(l/Vn). 
It follows from (4.160) that 
Nab,F =• Nab,l + Op(l) • 
A A  
Thus the variances of p and ^ Che same ignoring terms of Op(l) 
The following lemma summarizes the above results. 
Lemma 4.10. The estimator 
Nab,F = PofÂ^*lb+rofB'*ab+(l-Po-2'o)fÂ^fB\' 
where 
A 
nANb [nsNa + (NB-nB)^]) 
"A'^B^a^b'*'"B^a% (^A'^A) +nAVA(%-"B) 
A RBNa [nANb + (NA-nA)NBj^ 
r„ = o ~ A A 
"AnB^a%+"B^a%(^A'^A) +"A^b^A(%-nB) ' 
K = NA-Nab,m 
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and 
®b '"B - «ab,m ' (4-15?) 
A 
is unbiased if terms of Op(l) are ignored. The variance of is equal 
A 
to that of if terms of 0^(1) are ignored and may be expressed as follows: 
A ^ . NaNabNb(l-£A)(l-fB) H (L 106) 
fA%Na%+nBNa(l-fA)+nANb(l-fB) ' ^ 
A 
Thus we conclude that when duplicated items are identified, 
is the recommended estimator of Its variance to terms of order n is 
A 
the same as that of which utilizes weights derived to minimize the 
variance resulting from the linear combination of three unbiased estimators 
A 
of Ngjj. In addition, the bias of is of smaller order than the 
biases of all other practical estimators considered. 
We will now construct some numerical situations to illustrate the 
performances of several estimators of Ngjj. We will include the estimator 
that results when screening is employed. This is a method in which ele­
ments from domain ab are sampled from one frame only. Assume all elements 
selected from frame B are checked against those in frame A. If an element 
selected from B appears in frame A, it is then excluded from frame A. 
Thus Ngy is estimated by 
N . _ = "ab^B . (4.167) 
ng 
A A 
Nab B ® special case of Ng^^i with r^ = 1. It will not, in general, 
A A 
be as efficient as Ng^ ^ or Ng^^p; however, we will include it in the 
following numerical examples to compare its performance with the recommended 
estimators. We will also consider the similar estimator 
Ill 
^ab,A " • (4.168) 
A A 
Note that it is possible for and ^ to be greater than the 
minimum of and Ng when n^b = "A and n^b = ng, respectively. When this 
occurs, the estimator of will be defined to be the minimum of and 
Nfi. As a result, 0ab,A and are no longer unbiased; however, the 
mean square errors are reduced. 
Table 3. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF WHEN N^=5, Ng=4, 
Nab=l; "A = 2, and nB=2 
Situation Estimators 
"a "Ab "b "ab "d P Nab,H Nab,w Nab, s 
A 
Nab,H-T 
A 
Nab,m Nab, F Nab, A 
A 
Nab,B 
2 0 2 0 0 .3000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0 1 1 0 .3000 1.48 1.15 1.24 1.43 1.38 1.41 0.00 2.00 
1 1 2 0 0 .2000 1.47 1.07 0.96 1.43 1.25 1.29 2.50 0.00 
1 1 1 1 0 .2000 2.21 2.20 2.17 1.43 1.67 1.65 2.50 2.00 
Expected Value 1.178 0.997 1.000 1.000 .998 1.012 1.000 1.000 
Mean Square Error 0.7033 0.5936 0.5938 0.4286 0.4452 0.4529 1.5000 1.0000 
Table 4. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF Ngb WHEN Ny^=5, Ng=5, 
NGB=4, N^=2; AND 113=2 
Situation Estimators 
"a "âb % "ab "d P Nab,H ^abjW 
A 
^ab, S 
A 
Nab,H-T ^abjm Nab,F 
A 
Nab,A Nab,B 
1 1 1 1 0 .1200 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.13 2.82 2.82 2.50 2.50 
1 1 1 1 1 .0400 2.50 2.50 2.50 1.56 1.86 1.85 2.50 2.50 
1 1 0 2 0 .1200 5.00 3.75 3.75 4.69 3.75 4.04 2.50 5.00 
1 1 0 2 1 .1200 5.00 3.75 3.75 3.13 3.33 3.50 2.50 5.00 
0 2 1 1 0 .1200 5.00 3.75 3.75 4.69 3.75 4.04 5.00 2.50 
0 2 1 1 1 .1200 5.00 3.75 3.75 3.13 3.33 3.50 5.00 2.50 
0 2 0 2 0 .0600 5.00 5.00 5.00 6.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
0 2 0 2 1 .2400 5.00 5.00 . 5.00 4.69 5.00 5.00 5.005 5.00 
0 2 0 2 2 .0600 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.13 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Expected Value 4.600 4.000 : 3.999 4.000 3.914 4.021 4.000 4.000 
Mean Square Error 1.2000 0.7500 0.7477 1.0898 0.8298 0.7730 1.5000 1.5000 
Table 5. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF Ngj, WHEN N^=6, NB=4, 
Nab"2' "A"^; ng=3 
Situation Estimators 
"a "lb "b "ab "d P Nab,H Nab,w 
A 
Nab,s 
A 
Nab,H-T 
A 
Nab,m Nab, F Nab, A 
A 
Nab,B 
2 0 2 1 0 .2000 1.19 0.95 1.16 1.20 1.20 1.20 0.00 1.33 
1 1 2 1 0 .1333 1.66 1.77 1.54 2.40 2.00 2.03 3.00 1.33 
1 1 2 1 1 .1333 1.66 1.77 1.54 1.20 1.27 1.27 3.00 1.33 
0 2 2 1 1 .0333 4.00 2.40 1.87 2.40 2.00 2.12 4.00 1.33 
2 0 1 2 0 .2000 2.51 2.00 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.44 0.00 2.67 
1 1 1 2 1 .2667 2.70 2.74 2.70 2.40 2.56 2.55 3.00 2.67 
0 2 1 2 2 .0333 4.00 3.20 2.93 2.40 2.67 2.67 4.00 2.67 
Expected Value 2.171 1.977 2.001 2.000 1.993 2.009 1.866 2.000 
Mean Square Error 0.6131 0.4321 0.3887 0.3200 0.3290 0.3348 2.3400 0.4444 
'àl 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
Table 6. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF Ngt WHEN Na=6, Nb=5, 
Nab=2, nA=3, AND ng» 3 
Situation 
"^b "ab "d 
.0200 
.1200 
.0600 
.0600 
.1800 
.1800 
.1800 
.0200 
.1200 
.0600 
Estimators 
ab,H **ab,s Nab,H-T Nab,m ** ab;F "ab,A 
0.00 
1.14 
2.71 
1.02 
1.80 
1.80 
2.99 
2.70 
3.02 
3.61 
0.00 
0.92 
1.90 
0.89 
1.81 
1.81 
2.79 
1.73 
2.63 
3.58 
0.00 
1.02 
2.09 
0.79 
1.79 
1.79 
2.86 
1.53 
2.51 
3.55 
0.00 
1.25 
2.50 
1.25 
2.50 
1.25 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
0.00 
1.21 
2.28 
1.15 
2.28 
1.35 
2 .62  
2.00 
2.40 
3.00 
0.00 
1.23 
2.42 
1.17 
2.27 
1.34 
2.65 
2.18 
2.47 
2.97 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 
ab,B 
0.00 
1.67 
3.33 
0.00 
1.67 
1.67 
3.33 
0.00 
1.67 
3.33 
t-* Ln 
Expected Value 2.181 1.997 2.000 2.000 1.984 2.009 2.000 2.000 
Mean Square Error 0.7371 0.6171 0.6144 0.4375 0.4414 0.4554 2.6667 1.0000 
Table 7. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF Ngb WHEN Na=8, Nb=7, 
n^=2, AND ng=3 
Situation Estimators 
'a i^ab % "ab "d P Nab, H Nab, w 
A 
Nab, S 
A  
Nab,H-T 
A 
Nab,m 
A 
Nab, F 
A 
Nab, A Nab,B 
2 0 3 0 0 .0408 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0 2 1 0 .1837 1.79 1.49 1.63 1.75 1.73 1.74 0.00 2,33 
2 0 1 2 0 .1224 4.05 3.05 3.34 3.50 3.39 3.48 0.00 4.67 
2 0 0 3 0 .0102 7.00 4.80 5.31 5.25 4.80 5.32 0.00 7.00 
1 1 3 0 0 .0612 1.90 1.44 1.21 1.75 1.60 1.63 4.00 0.00 
1 1 2 1 0 .1837 2.96 2.91 2.82 3.50 3.20 3.21 4.00 2.33 
1 1 2 1 1 .0918 2.96 2.91 2.82 1.75 2.00 1.99 4.00 2.33 
1 1 1 2 0 .0612 4.51 4.45 4.49 5.25 4.80 4.79 4.00 4.67 
1 1 1 2 1 .1224 4.51 4.45 4.49 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.67 
1 1 0 3 1 .0153 7.00 6.40 6.65 5.25 6.00 6.22 4.00 7.00 
0 2 3 0 0 .0122 7.00 2.80 2.36 3.50 2.80 3.03 7.00 0.00 
0 2 2 1 0 .0184 7.00 4.20 3.91 5.25 4.20 4.45 7.00 2.33 
0 2 2 1 1 .0367 7.00 4.20 3.91 3.50 3.50 3.62 7.00 2.33 
0 2 1 2 1 .0245 7.00 5.60 5.45 5.25 5.25 5.35 7.00 4.67 
0 2 1 2 2 .0122 7.00 5.60 5.45 3.50 4.67 4.67 7.00 4.67 
0 2 0 3 2 .0031 7.00 7.00 7.00 5.25 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 
Expected Value 3.514 2.995 3.005 2.999 2.973 3.013 2.892 3.000 
Mean Square Error 3.3867 1.9094 1.9153 1.6875 1.6354 1.7095 5.4631 2.6667 
Table 8. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF Ngy WHEN NA=8, NB=7, 
Nab=3, nA=3, AND nB=2 
Situation Estimators 
Nab,H-T 8ab,m ^ 1 "^ab "^b "ab N ab,H ^ab,w ^ab,s ab,F ab,A ab,B 
3 
2 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
I 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0.00 
1.86 
4.38 
7.00 
1.98 
3.05 
3.05 
4.78 
4.78 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
0.00 
1.49 
2.91 
4.20 
1.54 
3.05 
3.05 
4.45 
4.45 
5.60 
3.20 
4.80 
4.80 
6.40 
6.40 
7.00 
0.00 
1.58 
3.08 
4.42 
1.43 
3.02 
3.02 
4.51 
4.51 
5.71 
2.95 
4.63 
4.63 
6.32 
6.32 
7.00 
0.00 
1.81 
3.61 
5.42 
1.81 
3.61 
1.81 
5.42 
3.61 
5.42 
3.61 
5.42 
3.61 
5.42 
3.61 
5.42 
0.00 
1.73 
3.20 
4.20 
1.73 
3.39 
2 .11  
4.80 
4.00 
5.25 
3.20 
4.80 
4.00 
6.00  
5.33 
7.00 
0.00 
1.74 
3.35 
4.80 
1.76 
3.39 
2.10 
4.84 
4.02 
5.60 
3.46 
5.05 
4.13 
6.09 
5.33 
7.00 
0.00 
2.67 
5.33 
7.00 
0.00 
2.67 
2.67 
5.33 
5.33 
7.00 
0.00 
2.67 
2.67 
5.33 
5.33 
7.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
7.00 
Expected Value 3.595 3.013 3.007 3.000 2.968 3.016 2.983 3.000 
Mean Square Error 3.9254 2.1565 2.1220 1.8468 1.7861 1.8785 3.4050 5.0000 
Table 9. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED ESTIMATORS OF WHEN Na=10, Nb=3, 
Nab=2; nA=2, AND nB= 2 
Situation Estimators 
"a "àb "b "ab "d P 
A 
^ab,H 
A 
**ab, w Sab,s N *ab;H-T 
A 
N 
ab,m 
A 
^ab;A 
A 
N 
ab,B 
2 0 1 1 0 .4148 1.38 1.25 1.39 1.36 1.40 1.40 0.00 1.50 
2 0 0 2 0 .2074 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.73 3.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 
1 1 1 1 0 .1185 2.01 1.91 1.71 2.73 2.00 2.03 3.00 1.50 
1 1 1 1 1 .1185 2.01 1.91 1.71 1.36 1.45 1.45 3.00 1.50 
1 1 0 2 1 .1185 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.73 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
0 2 1 1 1 .0148 3.00 2.25 1.94 2.73 2.00 2.07 3.00 1.50 
0 2 0 2 2 .0074 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.73 3.00 3.07 3.00 3.00 
Expected Value 
Mean Square Error 
2.093 
0.5059 
2.005 
0.5693 
2.012 
0.5064 
2.000 
0.4628 
2.021 
0.5168 
2.025 
0.5164 
1.133 
2.8667 
2.000 
0.5000 
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Because of the detail in enumerating all possible situations in 
these tables, each hypothetical problem is unrealistically small; 
however, the estimators included yield reasonable results. Note that 
in situations when the sample size is nearly equal to the frame size, 
a 
Table 9, the screening estimator, in this case performs very 
well. This situation, of course, is unlikely to occur in practice. 
It appears that some of the results are contradictory of the theory 
developed above; however, the theoretical results were based on large 
sample theory. Of the three estimators studied that do not identify 
a a 
nd, Nab,s performs slightly better than does with respect to 
both expected value and mean square error. We also note that the mean 
square errors of the estimators identifying duplicated elements are 
generally smaller than those of the estimators not identifying dupli-
A A 
cates. The bias of Ngb,? generally smaller than that of 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator performs quite well in these examples. 
It is unbiased and in most cases has a smaller mean square error than 
a 
does The differences are quite small except in Table 4 where 
the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is considerably inferior. 
B. Estimators of the Population Total 
1. Duplicated items ignored 
Now that we have considered several estimators of N^y, we will 
consider methods of estimating the population total, Y. We will first 
120 
consider estimators that do not identify duplicated items. Hartley 
(10) proposed the estimator 
% = ^  ("aYa + PoH"lbylb) 
N, JB (qoHnabYab + "hYb) 
where p^g = l-q^g is a fixed number. 
A 
The variance of Yg is as follows: 
VarCYg) = Var [ECY^ 
+ E [ïar(ÏH I 
= ^  [^a-PoH^ab] \ 
+ % l^b-Wab] ^1 
"B 
B 
/l-2â]sa + -APp^àb fi - g2 
"A \ ^a/ n| I Ngijj ® 
[i _ <b\ s2^ +!Èb A _ s2 
4 \ «ab/ "B \ . 
(4.169) 
(4.170) 
where 
V. = = var(„ib) = 
«aWA-D 
= ''ab(A(l-:A)(^-»)'^(» 
and 
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V3 . Var%) = Var^, = 
= NabfB(l-fB)(l-P)+0(l). (4.171) 
In terms of the order arguments developed in Appendix A, expression 
(4.171) may be written as 
VarCYg) = [vPoH^ab] 
+ [ïb-Wab] \b(l-W(l-P) 
+ Ra(%l(l-fA)s2 + Nab(%l(l-fA)P#aS2t 
+ NabfB^(l-fB)qd»Sab + «b^^d-W^b+OC» • «.172) 
Lund (13) proposed the following alternative to Yg. 
\ ^  ("aYa + PoL^IbY^) 
+ ^  (qoL^abyab + "hYb)' (4.173) 
"B 
where 
-* = nâbYàb + "ab^àb (4.174) 
J ab 
"ab^°ab 
A 
and p^^ = I-^QL ^ fixed number. Note that differs from Yg, 
(4.169), only in the estimator of the total of the overlap domain, 
Yab" 
The variance of Y^ is as follows: 
VarCYi,) = Var [E(Yi, 
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+ E [var(Yi. 
= ^  Ija-PoL^ab] \+^ [ïb-îoLifab] S 
+ E ^A"a A _ 
I NJ * 
, (PoLfÂ^"àb+9oLfB^"ab) ' 
(nàb+nab) 
;-l_ll \ 2 
N 
ab 
Sb 
(4.175) 
Expression (4.175) may be rewritten as follows: 
Var(Yi,) = [vPoJab] d"") 
+ fB^[vWab]^=b<l-fB)(l-P) 
+ Naf%l(l-fA)s2 
+ •'ab<W"^ S 
+ Ni,£B^(l-fB)S„+ 0(1). 
2 
ab 
A 
(4.176) 
The variances of Yg, (4.172), and Yj^, (4.176) differ only in the 
2 
weights PoH and PQL and in the coefficients of . The coefficient 
of NabSabl" variance of Yg is PoHfÂ^(^-W+qoHfB^(l-%) ' PoH 
were defined to minimize this coefficient, it would become 
PJH 
fA(l-fB> 
f^d-fg) + f*(l-fA) 
(4.177) 
B' 
Then the minimum value of the coefficient of Nab^ab in the variance of 
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Yg is 
(l-fAXl-fg) . 
fA(l-£B)+fB(l-£A) 
A A  
The variance of Yj^ will be less than that of Yg if 
(4 178) 
where the left hand side of the above inequality is the coefficient 
2 A 
of in the variance of Y^^ and the right hand side is the 
A 
corresponding coefficient in the variance of Yg. However, inequality 
(4.178) does not hold since (£^"£3)^ is not less than zero. It is 
possible to find expressions for p^g and p^j^ that minimize the variances 
A A 
of Yjj and Yj^. One could then compare the resulting variance expressions. 
However, we will develop an estimator that utilizes the minimal co-
2 A 
efficient of in the variance of Yjj. In addition, the coefficients 
— —. 2 — — O 
of (Yg-pYgjj) and (Yy-qYg|^) will be equal to terms of order n to the 
corresponding coefficients in the variance of Y^. 
Consider first the estimator 
(N^-Nab,H)ya + ^ ab,H^b + (%"^ab,H^yb 
= N Ja + + N^yy 
+ (Nab,H-Nab) (^b"ya~yb^' (4.179) 
where 
^ab,H = PoH^Â^"àb + QoH^^^ab (4.180) 
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and 
= "àb^àb'^^ab^àb (4.181) 
We will now compare the variances of Y and Y^. We consider first 
the expectation of the variances of^Y^and Yj^ conditional on nàb and 
nab. The difference of the expectations of the conditional variances 
xs 
E [vat(Yi, |n;b'<b)] - « 
= E NA"a 
"A 
A2 
+ ^ ab,L 
s!b 1 
nlb+"ab 
(^A-^ab,H) ^ f^ ~ (%-^ab,H) ^ f ^ — 
\ Na/ *a V %y "b 
1 _ "ab"*""ab \ ^ab 
ab «àb+nab 
+ Nab,H I 
V N . / 
(4.182) 
where 
Nab,L = PoL^Â^^àb + loL^B^^ab' (4.183) 
The difference of the expectations of the conditional variances after 
utilization of first-order Taylor series expansions becomes 
n, 
S? + + 0(1) 
HB 
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^ab 
'"«("A-'A) + 0(1)' 
"A 
+ 0(1) 
*ab 
"B 
''^ ab^ A^%""A%-"B^ A) + o(l) 
"aNB+^BNA 
•ab (4.184) 
Thus to terms of order n, the expected values of the conditional 
variances of and'T^are identical. 
We will consider now the variances of the conditional expectations 
A 
of Yj^ and Y. Recall that 
= ^A^"aya+Nab,L7%b+%\yb 
[^Â^(:^A-"àb) + ^ ab,H " ^ ah,Ê\ ^ a 
+ [Nab,L + Nab,H " ^ab^Il] Y^b 
+ [}B^("B-"ab) + ^ ab,H ~ ^ab^n] Yb 
+ (L,H - + (L,l - L,H)^b 
•*" (^ab,H " ^ B^"ab)7b • 
The variance of the conditional expectation of"^is 
Var[E(r ° «ab-VV^^"^<»ab,H) • 
From (4,185) it follows that 
Var [e(Yl |n^y,n^b)] ^ Var [E(f In't^n^v] 
+ Var (^^ab/L " ^ab,H^^ab 
(4.185) 
(4.186) 
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+ (»ab,H - ££^"ab>^b] 
+ 2C0V [(NA-SAB,H>^A + L.FAB + <%-®AB,H>I'B ' 
(^ab,H " "ab^^a "*" (^ab,L " ^ ab,H^^ab 
+ (®ab,H - «B^b'^bl • (4-187) 
Application of Lennna 4.9 allows us to conclude that the covariance term 
in expression (4.187) is zero. This covariance term is the sum of 
nine individual covariances. Each of the terms has the form of the 
^ A 
covariance of | and /\ in terms of Lemma 4.9. y is equivalent 
A A A ' 
to ~1~ since it combines = f^^n^^ and ~[~ " ^B^"ab such that the 
variance of the linear combination is minimal and the coefficients of 
A A 
I 2^ and ~Y2 sum to one. Note that the coefficients of fÂ^nàb 
^B^"ab ^ab,H " ^Â^"àb' Kh,L " Kh,E ^ab,H " ^ B^"ab 
zero. Thus 
Var [e(Yl I n^b,":b)] = Var | 
+ Var [(Sab,H " f%^"ab)^a + («ab.L " ""ab.rfïab 
+ (Sab,H - <^'':b)^b] h Var [^(^1 . (4.188) 
The above results may be summarized as follows: 
Lemma 4.11. If terms of order 1 are ignored, the estimator 
CA-L.m'ya + "ab.HÏÎb + ' W.179) 
where 
^ab,H = PoH^A^^ab + ^ oH^B^^ab 
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and « 
h\ 
•""S 
has smaller variance than does Lund's estimator 
A N  — 
YL = (n^yg + PoLnàbyab> 
"A 
+ — (%L"abyab + "bYb) ' (4.174) 
"B 
where 
^B^aXa ^A^b (^ab'^b) fl 
PoL = U 
(n#b+»B»â'l'ab 
Although'?^has smaller variance than it can be further 
improved. The variance of the conditional expectation of^Y^ (4.186), 
is as follows: 
Var [sa |nk'-:b)] 
A 
where is the Hartley estimator of The estimator of 
recommended in this chapter for use in the situation of no identifica­
tion of duplicated elements was Ngy g, (4.37). Thus Y can be improved 
A A  
by utilizing rather than as the estimator of Ngjj. 
Recall that we were unable to show that the expected value of the 
A A 
conditional variance of Y^ is always smaller than that of Yg. The 
expected value of the conditional variance of Yg; (4.177), includes 
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*oH"B B' 
f A +  f B  vi 
(4.189) 
2 
The expression for p^g that minimizes this coefficient of Ng|jSg|j is 
PoH 
fA(l-fB) 
fAd-ffi) + ffid-fA) 
(4.190) 
Utilization of p*y allows us to write the coefficient of NgjjS^^ in the 
variance of Yg as 
(i-IaXI-V 
To incorporate this minimal expression of the coefficient of 
Nab^ib; we define 
where 
^s (N^-Ngy g)yg + ^ ab^s^ab^l 
+ (Nfi-Nab,s)yb^ 
^ "àb(l-%)ylb + "abd-WTab 
n^bd-ffi) + n'àbd-fA) 
(4.191) 
(4.192) 
Yg combines the advantage of utilizing ^ as the estimator of 
with the result that the variance of Yg includes the minimum coefficient 
«abSgb. 
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The variance of Yg can be found as follows: 
Var = E [var(Ï3 + Var f |nàb'""ab)] ' 
where 
|"àb'"ab) = (NA-Nab,s>^ (¥^) 
a ' 
+ ®ab,s [<l-^B)>'4b+(l-£A)<b]"^ [(l-£B)^Kb> ®ab 
+ (1-fA)^ Kb) (%^) Sab] 
^ "ab ' 
+ <%-''ab,s)^ -b^ 
and 
E k I »lb."ïb]= WVab+Vb 
+ <®ab,s-»ab)«ab-ïa-V • (4.193) 
Thus 
VarCYg) = Naf%\l-fA)Sa+ [d-ffl) ^A+^-fA) (I-^A) (l-fB)NabSib 
P _  _  _ - j ?  NaNb( l - fA ) ( l - fB )  
+ L^ab-Ya-^bJ Nab 
+ 0(1) . (4.194) 
These results may be summarized as follows. 
Lemma 4.12. If no attempt is made to identify duplicated items, the 
A 
estimator Yg is as follows: 
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^^A"®ab,s^ya ^ab,syab, 1 
+ (%-Nab,8)yb ; (4.191) 
where 
, nlb(l-W7àb+'%b(l-fA)7%b , (4.1,2) 
='sb,l n'^(l-£j)+n^^(l-f4) 
A — 
and Ng^ g is the left root of the quadratic 
"ab^s 
- «8b,s ["A^B^-v + 
+ ngN^d-f^) + n^b^d-tg)] 
+ VB [-lb(^-y + -ab^^-v] = (4.37) 
A 
Yg has the following variance. 
Var (Yg) = (l-fA)%XSa 
+ (i-y(i-y [(1-y '\bSi 
,» » x2 
* Vab'^"-^A><l-V<^ab-VV . n (4.194) 
"A^b (l-^s) 1" W 
A A  
The fact that Yg and Y^ are very similar must be emphasized. 
A A  
The optimum value of p for Y^ minimizes the variance of Yj^ and is 
, fI^l^)Vq^(l-?)(^ab5b) . (4.1,5) 
[f-ld-O) + £jl(l-P)] Ï3b 
which is estimated by 
(4.1,6) 
I^BfA "a+nAffi "bj Yab 
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Substitution of into Yj^  results in an estimator of Y similar in 
form to Yg. The use of p^ L results in a new estimator of 
 ^ =. ("ab"b"A+"ab"a"B) 
, ' A 
Utilization of  ^ allows to be expressed as follows: 
\ - («A-Xb.L^ ya 
+ (^ B^ b,L)yb • 
The bias and variance of can be assessed by utilizing a 
Taylor series expansion about the expected values of n^ y and ngjj . 
Thus 
®<S^ b,L) = f [E(n;bXE(n^ p] 
ô2([E(n'b),E(nv] 
+ Var(nàb) 
+ Var(n;p 
- zang 
a^ £[E(n^ b>'=Kb>] 
It can be shown that 
f [E(n;b),E(n^ j,)] = 
(I . W. 
nA("AV"B^ a>' 
and 
'^f[E(,;„),E(.^ )^] ^  
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Thus 
• "ab + 
"aVb VVV+VVV 
(Ba-1) (%-1) 
= Nab + 0(1) . 
The variance ofcan be found as follows: 
'«'(«lb,!) = ®Kb,L - :('Cb,i)] ^ 
[n4,-E(„.,)] a « [B«b),EK,)] 
= Var(n;y) 
+ Var(n%b) 
hf [E(n;i,>'^ faab>] 
<3 "âb 
d t [EKi,),E(n^ i,^  
d»ab 
It can be shown that 
bf [EKi,),E(n^ ),)] ^  
à "àb 
and 
d f [E(ny,E(,^ ,)] ^  
d n^ b 
% 
"AWa 
% 
"ANb+ngNg 
Thus 
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NgN|Veg(fl^ h) 4- N|NgVag(n^ b) 
(nnNa+RANu) 
(NA-D (NQ-D 
If the finite eoïïeefeien Ëem§ a?§ igneïedi thla variance is identical 
and Yg|j, However, if 6h§ Itnifee population correction terms may be 
2. Duplieabêd IGeme IdenEigled 
The eetimahGee @1 V ëhus êëv eoneideeed make no use of the number 
of duplicated itiema. W§ will now develop an estimator of Y that is 
similar in fom tàs Ëheae §f Ëh@ peevioue section but utilizes the 
information eonbained in n^, Ëh@ number o€ duplications. This estimator 
will be termed Fuller's eaBimaGoe and will be defined by 
A 
We conelude Ehafe Ihe u§e §E Pgj^ rteulta In an estimator that is 
of the same form ae Yg, 9g ufeillaea more efficient estimators of 
to that of m Èema §1 order n 
ignored, the varianeei of and are 6he same to terms of order n 
A 
Yg is preferred an Ëhe ba§ls of a smaller bias, 
Yjf « <NA-Nai,,f)ya + ^ ab^ f^ ab (%"^ ab,p)yb ' (4.197) 
Recall, (4.157), 6haÊ 
where 
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Pr 
A 
r 
["B^ a + 
a a 
(^ a-HA)Ng+nA^ CNg-ng) 
"B^ a ["AV<W^ B] 
"A"B%+"B^ a(^ A-»A) %+"A% (%-"B) ^A 
and 
K = »A-L,m 
\ = Ng-Nab,in • 
The mean in (4.197) is the mean of the n^ y = ^ gy+ngy-nj distinct 
elements sampled from domain ab. 
The variance of Yp can be found as follows. 
Var (yp = Var [ECY^ |n'b,n^b.°d)] 
+ E [var(Yy In'b^n^b.nj)] 
= •'^ 'Wab.p'Wab-VV^  
+ E (NA-Sab,F)^  ("^ ) ^ ("^ 3°^ " ) fab 
"ab 
<vv,>' (¥>) _k 
"b 
Var(Nab,F)(Yab-Ya-Yb)^  
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*4 k + %r(N^ b,F)] A^~"A 
. "A^ a 
+ Sab [4 + Var(N^ b,F)] 
NaNB-K 
V 
where 
+ [h2 + Var(N,b,F)] 
L "b^ bj 
+ 0(1) , 
K = N^ NG + N^ NA " "A^ B (4.198) 
Since the variance of j, is order n, (4.198) may be expressed as 
Var(Yp) = Var(N,y F)(Ygh.Yg.Yt)^  + Naf%l(l-fA)s2 + \<B'(1-«B)sJ 
+ IIab<£A+%-£A£B)"^ <l-£A)<l-«B)Srt + 0(1). 
Utilization of the variance of allows us to express the variance 
of Yp as follows. 
Var(V = "aVb'^ -yd-VMab-^ a-^ b)^  
+ + ''ab«A+WB>"'»-fA>(l-fB)sL 
+ %f£l(l-fB)s2 + 0(1). (4.199) 
Note that an alternative form of the variance of Yp is 
ïar(îp) =Var(N3^ j^.)(Y^ -^Y^ -Y^ )2 
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+ N 
+ N 
N«-E(nJ 
Nb-E(nb) 
a^b-G("ab)l 
«ab J 
iâk. E(nab) 
+ 0(1) .  (4.200) 
Thus the expectation of the conditional variance can be expressed in a 
form analogous to variance of the usual stratified estimator. 
A A 
We can now compare the variances of Yg and Yp. The difference of 
the variances of the conditional expectations is as follows: 
[E«sl<b '"Sb)] - [E(Yp 
- • (4.201) 
Expression (4.201) is positive since to terms of 0(n) 
_ .A 
 ^ ab,F^  - nAnBNaNb+nBN3(NA-nA)NB+nANb(NB-nB)NA 
a^^ ab%(^ A-"A) 
~ = Var(Nab,s)- (4.202) 
Both variances in (4.202) were developed earlier in this chapter and are 
given in expressions (4.104) and (4.26), respectively. 
We must now consider the difference of the expectations of the 
A A 
conditional variances of Yg and Yp. This difference is 
E [(SA-»ab,s) (7a)Ai,, !>+(%-»ab, a> 
- E [(''A-«ab,F)^ »'(ya)Ab,F''»'(Fab)+(%-«ab,F)^ '»::(?b)] - (4-203) 
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Recall that it was shown in Chapter 3 that 
Var(yab) ~ 
< Var 
i=l 
= Var(y^ ) . (4.204) 
This result is consistent with Pathak's work (17) reviewed in Chapter 
2. Pathak's considerations include a theorem (2.62)^  which allows 
us to conclude that the mean of the n^ y+n^ y-nj distinct elements sampled, 
Ygy, is more efficient than the mean of all "àb^ '^ ab elements, y^ . 
A corollary to this theorem states that y^ y is also more efficient than 
k 9c 
Since of the form 
i=l i=l i=l 
where k = 2 and  ^c^  = 1 ,  we may conclude that the variance of yab 
i=l 
is smaller than that of y^ i^-
Expression (4.203) becomes 
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"B 
[var(«ab,s) " + 0(1). (4.205) 
Since the variance of Yah,! is greater than that of and the variance 
a a 
of is greater than that of (4.205) is positive. We have 
thus established the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. If terms of order 1 are ignored. 
 ^(^ A-^ ab^ F^ Ya + ^ ab^ F^ ab + (^ -^ ab^ F^ b^ 
has smaller variance than does 
• <«A-«ab,Pya + »ab,='ab,l + ' 
where y*^  ^  is a function of the n^ +^n^ y elements drawn from domain ab 
and is the mean of the n^  ^+ n^ y - n^  = n^ j^  distinct elements drawn 
from ab. jj 
A 
There remain other estimators of Y that merit comparison to Y^ . 
One of these estimators is the general Horvitz-Thompson (11) estimator. 
Recall that to establish the conclusions of Chapter 3, it was necessary 
to find the probability of inclusion in the sample, (| for each 
element in the population. To employ the concept of unequal probability 
sampling and to formulate the resulting variances, it is necessary to 
find the joint probability of inclusion in the sample for each pair of 
elements in the population. We define 
= 1 if elements i and j are included in the sample, 
= 0 otherwise. (4.206) 
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Then 
E(a^ .) = 1 • Prob [elements i and j are included in the samplej 
+ 0 • Prob l^ both elements i and j are not included in 
the samplej . 
= TTij. (4.207) 
Given the situation of two overlapping frames, it is necessary to 
find expressions for ) | for six combinations of i and j. 
P [elements i and j in domain a are included in the samplej = 
^ - m • 
P [elements i and j in domain b are included in the samplej = 
(2) (ng-z) _ . (4.209) 
Nb(NB-I) 
P [Element i in domain a and element j in domain b are included in 
samplej = 
IS ST" 
the 
= "A"B . (4.210) 
The expressions for 11 when either or both i and j are elements of ab 
are more difficult. Table 10 facilitates the computations. 
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Table 10. POSSIBLE OUTCCWES WITH RESPECT TO THE 
INCLUSION OF ELEMENTS i AND j IN DOMAIN ab 
WHEN SAMPLING FROM FRAMES A AND B 
Possible Outcomes From frame A From frame B 
Neither i nor j drawn 1 2 
Only i is drawn 3 4 
Only j is drawn 5 6 
Both i and j are drawn 7 8 
This table lists by frame the four mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
events for the possible inclusion of elements i and j. To illustrate, 
entry 3 in the Table indicates that element i only is drawn from frame A, 
and 8 indicates that both elements are drawn from frame B. In terms of 
Table 10, 
P e^lements i and j in domain ab are included in the sample 
P(3,6)+P(5,4)+P(7)+P(8)-P(7,8), 
where 
P(7) 
"aWA-O ' 
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F(8) = Ng(Ng-l) ' 
and 
P(7,8) = 
N^ NB(N^ -l)(Ng-l) (4.211) 
Thus 
P e^lements i and j in domain ab are included in the sampleJ 
2nAn% nA(nA-l) "«(ng-l) nAUgCnA-l) (tig-l) 
W * "AO^ A-»  ^ * "A^ BCA-UCB-» 
(4.212) 
The remaining (j^ j's are found as follows: 
in the 
P ^ element i in domain a and element j in domain ab are included 
samplej 
= P j e^lement i in domain a is included in the samplej 
P j^ element j in domain ab is included in the sample | 
element i in domain a is included in the sample 0 
=  ^
N. 
n, 
n.-l n„ (n.-l)n. 
'B A "'"B 
N, 
"a-I "B 
"bS-" + °B<W 
Nb(»A-« 
(4.213) 
Similarly 
P j e^lement i in domain ab and element j in domain b are included 
in the sampl^  
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N^ (NB-I) (4.214) 
Now that the ll^ 's and ll^ j's have been derived, the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator of the population total and its variance can be 
constructed. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator in its general form is 
= f_ . 
M TTi (4.215) 
B^-T ' y U- '
where in this case n = ng+ng^ j+n^ ,. It should be recalled that ngj, has 
been defined to be này+n^ y-nj, the number of distinct elements in domain 
ab included in the sample. Utilizing the II ^ 's that were developed in 
Chapter 3, 
n n +n  ^
g,..? & Z 
1-1 1=03+1 i=na+nab+l 
where 
K = n^ NB+ngN^ -n^ ng. (4.217) 
A 
Note that it is not necessary to know the domain sizes to compute YH_T. 
The variance of the Horwitz-Thompson estimator is 
, ^  N N _ 
+ 2Ë Z y±yi • 
Hi i=l j(>i) llillj 
(4.219) 
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Substitution of the previously derived /|^ 's, /Ij's and (| jj's 
results in the variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator as follows: 
N N3 Na 
where 
+ 
2 i=Na+Nab+l  ^  ^ 1=1 j(>i) 
N- V^ ab 2(n^ -N^ ) (Ng-hg) 
+ -.N/.  ^ _ s > ) YiY (Na-I>("ANB+"BNA-"A"B>  ^Z 'i'j 
i=l j=Na+l 
2(Ci+C2) «ab 
? 2 1 (NA-1) (Ng-l) (nANg+nBN^-n^ng)2 ^
i=Na+l j(>i) 
N +N ^  N 
' <»B-»OaWA->A> ,4, 
«VV J J 
i=VNab+l j(>i) 
C1+C2 = -"aNBX-I><W-V>A-^ ><NB-V 
+ n^ ng [(N^ -n^ ) (Ng-1) (2Ng-ng) + (Ng-ng) (N^ -l) 
+ (N^ -n^ ) (Ng-ng)^  . (4.221) 
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After some algebraic manipulation, this variance can be expressed 
in the following form. 
Nn N 
A NA(NA-nA) ^ V 9 
VarCYg,^ ) = n^ (N^ -l)  ^  ^
i=Na+Nab+l  ^
"a^ B''""B^ A""A"B 
C1 + C2 
(Na-1) (Nb-1) (na%'^ "b^ a~"a"b^  
(«A-V^ a . 
i* 
ab 
+1 
"A^ A^" (^ A"(%-1) ("A%+"B^ A-"A"B) 
(%-Vb^ b 
°B<V» 
2<''A-"A><«B-VVab 
(nA%+"B^ A-nA"B) 
Va + % 
Na-1 Nb-1 
(4.222) 
To verify the variance of (4.222), it is useful to consider 
the variance of Yg_g, conditional on n^ , n^  ^and n^ .^ One can then find 
the variance as the sum of the expected value of the conditional variance 
/\ 
and the variance of the conditional expectation. (4.216), can 
be rewritten as 
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N* - NaN, 
H-T n. 
"ay a 
A"B „ - NB _ 
If "abYab ~ K ng 
(4.223) 
Then 
Var(Yg_^ ) =E [var(Yg_^  | na,nab^ njj)J 
+ Var [E(Yh.t |na;"ab^ "b^  
= E 
"A 
2.2 
^ ? 
/«ab-"ab \ 
\ Nab ) 
+ -| nt 
i4 n 
B 
+ Var 
V^"b\ 
 ^ Nx / 
A^^ a^ a j.NA%"ab^ ab + %"b^ b 
"A K ng 
where 
K = nA%+"B%-"A"B • (4.224) 
Utilization of the expected values, variances and covariances 
developed in Appendix B allows us to express (4.224) as 
v„c?H.x>. 
(NA-UA) (NN-n™) r o 
+ / NabK(NA-l)(NB-l)-(KiNab+K2) S4 
K^ (Na-1)(NB-1) 
ab 
* "bCI^-IXIB-V 
-B'V" 
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+ yZ ^  "B^  (KiNg^ +K2)Y^ b 
"A^ NA-D K2(N^ -l)(Ng-l) 
+ ^ ab%(%""B) 
•>B(%-U " 
. ^abCA-A) <"b-°B> 
K 
where 
K^  = K - n^ Ng(Ng-ng) - ngN^ CN^ -n^ ) (4.226) 
and 
Kg = %(K-n^ -ng) . (4.227) 
To establish the identity of (4.225) and (4.222), it is necessary 
to express the domain variances included in (4.225) in terms of 
uncorrected sum of squares and correction terms expressed as function 
of the domain means. It can then be shown that the two variance ex-
A 
pressions for are identical. 
A A 
We will now compare the variance of Yj. to that of Yg_^ . We 
consider first the expected value of the variances conditional on 
"ab'"ab "d* h^e difference of the expectation of the conditional 
variances is 
E [var(Yp I n;t,n^ i,)] " E [var(YH.T | n^ ^^ n'-^ )] 
a^ . ^b 
Nb-1 Na-1 
(4.225) 
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'ab 
ab ' "ab 
(%-L,F)' f5Çb) ! 
V N. / N 
- E S •• (¥*) • ( ^ab""ab \ 
 ^ «ab  ^
'ab 
4 
+ -7 "t 
"B 
(¥^ 1 
(4.228) 
If the expected values of the ratios of random variables included in 
(4.228) are approximated by first-order Taylor series expansions, the 
difference becomes 
E [var(Yp |  ^ | "Ib'^ ab'V] 
S2 [N|+Var(Nab,F)] _ J. 
n^ Ng ' N 
aj 
+ ^ ab 
% _ 1 
™ab »ab 
s2 [N2+Var(N,h p)] 
n 
% 1 
L"B*b 
/"A^ a . °A»a 
N, 
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»ab 
«W I ™ab . 
% "A"! N ab 
- s. "B^ B 
"B \ 
N ^  u. VarfWab,?) /^ A-^ A 
L-k N. 
+ S 
ab 
+ s: 
.•^ Xb "ab \  ^
% +Y!I*a^ f%-°B 
n_ 
(4.229) 
b \ "B 
Since V^ , Vg, Var^ Ngy p) and VarCn^ y) are each of order n, the differ­
ence of the expectation of the conditional variances is of order 1. 
We now will consider the difference of the variances of the 
a a 
expected values of Yp and Yg_^  conditional on nàb'^ ab "d* h^e 
conditional expectations are as follows; 
® k-T I "ab'"ab'"d^   ^ (^ A"^ A"4b^ a^ 
1 ^  
+ (nâb+"ab-"d)<V%-fA%> a^b 
(4.230) 
and 
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E " ®A"®ab,F'^ a * ®ab,F^ ab 
+ %-®ab,F>\ • (4-231) 
It follows that 
®[^ H-T l"al.'"ab'"d] = ® k Kb'^ b^'-d] 
•*• t^ abjF ~ "ab] ^a 
+ [Kb-^ ab-d)(V%- )"^ -«ab,F] ^ ab 
+ [ib,F - f£^ °abl ?b • (4-232) 
Utilization of Lemma 4.9 allows us to conclude 
Var [E(Yg_^  l"Ib^ "ab'"d)] = 1 "ab'"ab'"d>] 
+ var { [N b^,F " 
[^ "ab'^ a^b'^ d^  "^^ ab,?] \b 
kb,F"%^ "ab] * (4.233) 
a 
Expression (4.233) results since the covariance of E(Yp |nàb'"ab'"d) 
with each of the other terms is zero. Note that coefficients of 
Ygjj and Yy in (4.233) are each sums of unbiased estimators of . In 
A 
each case, the sum of the coefficients is zero, which is similar to ZA 
in Lemma 4.9 . For example, the coefficient of Y^  is the sum of three 
unbiased estimators of Ng],. Let 
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A 
A 
2^ ' ^B^ °ab 
and 
A 
~^ 3 
The coefficients are 
1 } bi = Po-1 
2^ = *o 
and 
, A 
bg = l-Po-^ o • 
Thus S bj =3 0, Similar considerations hold for Y^ . The coefficient of 
* —* /\ 
a^b is N^ b,H-T Ab,F' e^re = ("Ib+^ ab'^ d) T g = 
Nab F'^ 1  ^ b2 = -1. The coefficient of Yg^ Ygb b^ 
E ^ Yp I ngy,ngy,ndj is Ng^  p which minimizes the variance of a^^  
such that ®^i = 1» We have thus proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.14. To terms of order n 
where 
Var(Yj.) ^  VarCYg,?) , (4.234) 
Yp = (^ A-^ ab; p) y a'^ '^ ab; py ab+ (%"^ ab; p) ^b (4.197) 
and 
Vt ' ^ÂVÂb,H-lV^Vb • Q (4.216) 
A A 
Although Yp is more precise than Yy_,p, one of the advantages of 
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the Horvitz-Thompson approach is that an unbiased estimator of the 
variance may be obtained as follows. 
n — n 
yl + a I ^ gg n.J . (4.235) 
where n = ng+ng^ j+n^ ,. After some algebraic manipulation, this expression 
becomes 
var(Yg 
... _ . 
A \ _ Va-V y 2 
n^ +nab 
r(NA-nA)(NB-nB)C3K-(Cj^+C2^ V y? 
i4i 
 ^NgCNg-ng) 
n 
n„(n_-l) 
i=na+"ab+l 
"a^ A(^ A-"A) nyNgCNg-ng) _2 
- Ya - yy 
, "ab^ A%(G24€2) _2 
"abyabNA%(NA-nA) (NB-"B> 
K 
"aya 
HA NgCnA-D+ngCN^ -nA) 
"b^ b 
Hfi (ng-1)+nA(NB-nB) 
(4.236) 
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where Cj^ +C2 and K are as defined above, and 
C3 = ngN^ Cng-l)(N^ -l)+nANg(n^ -l)(Ng-l) 
+ n^ ng(2N^ N3+n^ +n3+l-2N3-2N^ -n^ n3). (4.237) 
Yates and Grundy (21) have developed the following variance form 
that is equivalent to the Horvitz-Ihompson variance if the sample size 
is fixed: 
i2 
(Hi Hj-l lij) Var(Y) 
1=1 j(>i) L"i MlJ 
(4.238) 
In our case the sample size is a random variable and hence the Yates-
Grundy and Horvitz-Thompson variance forms are no longer equivalent. 
A 
We will now consider the estimation of the variance of Yp. Recall 
that, (4.199), 
Var(Yp) = fÂ^ (l-fA)NaSa 
+ «Ê'^ -Wb 
•: -• ,2 "aVbd-Wd-fg) 
' ab a b fAfBNaNb+nBNa(l-fA)+nANb(l-fB) 
+ 0(1)  
- f(Ya,Yab,Yb,Sa'SSb'Sb,Nab) (4.239) 
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A natural and convenient estimator of the variance of Yj, is 
var(Yp = 
_ (yab-F»-7b)^ («A-»ab.F)Hab.p(%-''ab,F) (I-^ B) 
fA%(NA-Nab,F) (NB"^ ab,F^ "*""B(^ A"Nab,F^  (^ -W+"A^ b(^ "%) 
f(7a^ yab'yb'®a'®ab'®b'^ ab,F^  ' 
where U-Û 
'ah 
i=l 
"ab 
<v"'' ' 
2 Vab 
A*^  
i=l 
(nA+nB-2) -1  
and 
? "  -
i=l 
yi - — 
"B 
"B 
(4.240) 
The expected value of this estimator of the variance of Yp can be 
approximated by a Taylor series expansion about the expected values of 
ya;yab;yb'Sa,Sab;Sb and Thus 
E [var(îp)] = £ 
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Since 
( X a b ) " V a r ( X b U  
fAWb™B''a<l-V™A''b(l-V 
+ VarCNg^  F><^ ab'^ a"V^  ^  ^  [ja'^ ab'^ b'^ a'^ ab'^ '^ aJ . 
a 4 K'^ ab'^ b'^ a'^ ab'^ b'-ab] . o(l/„) , 
b Kb,F 
= 0(n) 
and 
VarCy^ y) = Var(yg) = Var(yy) =0 (1/n) , 
E [var(Yp)] = Var(Yp) + 0(1) . (4.241) 
Thus the estimator of the variance of 9^  unlike the Horvitz-Thompson 
variance estimator is biased, but the bias is of order 1. 
C. The Allocation Problem 
We will now investigate the problem of determining the sampling 
A 
fractions f^  and fg that minimize the variance of Yp subject to the 
cost constraint 
® = A^-A + Vs 
= Va^ A + VB^ B • 
This is the cost equation assumed in the work of Hartley (10), Cochran 
(4) and Lund (13). Recall that the variance of Yp is as follows: 
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V«(Yp) = 
+ ["a + "«(Sab.F'] ®a 
A a 
+ [«g + Var(N,b,F)] Sy +0(1) 
ngNb  ^ -J D 
= «ab-VV^ -^^ fSab.F) 
. .2 , "ab^ A-'A) (%-V o2 
a » U, M a^b 
"A nA%+'^ B^ A~"A"B 
+ s2 + 0(1) _ (4.243) 
"B 
If the finite population correction terms and terms of order 1 are 
ignored, (4.243) may be written as 
Var(î,) = S| . 
"A A^ ^  ^  
"A "B 
, Âab-^ a-V^ aWb 
+ Sb + • (4.244) 
"B n^ Nb+ngNa 
We now define 
'A 1/"A (4.245) 
and 
rg = l/ng . (4.246) 
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In terms of r^  and rg, 
Var(Yp) = rA(l-ct)H^ S^ +N3bKA% 
+ rBd-BSgSb+CY^ b-VV ^"a^ ab^ b ['ÂX+'B^ Ks] 
= ["b+R'X] "^ sf^  
+ rB(l-Wll|s2+rB(Ï3t-VV^ a''ab''b[''a+™b] ' (4-2*?) 
where 
R = n^ /ng = rg/ra . (4.248) 
A 
We now expand the variance of in a Taylor series about r^  = 0 and 
rg = 0. 
Var(5j) = 
(Ng+R-%)^  (N^ +RNg)^  
+ "abWab-^ a-V^  
'««a Vb 
NA(l-a)R-r 
L" Nga-P)J 1+ 1+ 
Ng(l-p)R 
N^ d-a) 
.1, 
(4.249) 
We thus wish to minimize 
" = 'A < 
K N «ZsZ N N (Ï -Y -Y 
o ab A B ab . a ab ab a a 
NaNAS| + + T 
(Nb+R"V)^  
1+ 
N^ (l-a)R 
Ng(l-P) 
-1 
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+ ::B< 
(NA+RNB)  ^ _ NB(I-P)R 
N^ (i-a) 
+ XCCA^ A^  + CGRA^  - C) . -1 (4.250) 
The ratio of the partial derivatives of (4.250) with respect to r^  and 
rg yields 
fi = !îà = R2 = 
2 2 
"B CAX2 
(4.251) 
where 
and 
, Vab«ab-V^ b)^  
"1 = 
(Nb+R-1NA) 
1+ 
NA(1-0!)R 
Ngd-P) 
-1  
" — — 2 
VAV:b , „ ,2 . Nab«b<\b-\-^ b> 
Xo = T + Vs^ b ^  — • 
(N^ +RNB)' 
1+ 
Ng(l-p)R-l 
Na(I^ ) 
(4.252) 
(4.253) 
To find a solution for R^  it is suggested that 
R^  = lè. 
A/C^  Ng 
(4.254) 
be utilized in expression (4.251) to find R^ ^^ . This procedure can then 
be iterated until the change in R is satisfactorily small. 
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D, Special Situations when Sampling from Two Overlapping Frames 
We will now consider some special situations that will require 
approaches different from those previously developed. One of these 
situations is the case of 100 per cent coverage of the population by 
\one frame, say A. This situation would occur if a complete frame was 
supplemented by a partial frame. The estimator of Y becomes 
That is, in this case both domain sizes are known since it is assumed 
the frame sizes are known. The estimator (4.255) is thus a post-
stratified estimator as were those considered in Chapter 3. The 
variance of Y conditional on n^  and n^  ^is 
The unconditional variance may be found by utilizing a Taylor series 
approximation about the expected values of n^  and n^ y^. The variance of 
A 
Y then becomes 
 ^= NaYa + Wab ' (4.255) 
Var(Y) = Ng 
Var(Y) = Na<NA-"A) o2 
n. a 
a^ '^ A""A-
Nab(NabNA-"ANB-"BV"A"B> „2 . 
ZT.—« ^ab + 0(1) 
'A"B"^ "B"A""A"B 
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,VW,2,WV^ S Î ,.0(1), 
"A K 
where 
K = • (4.256) 
We have been concerned with the estimation of the population total 
of the characteristic y. We now extend our concern to the estimation of 
the population mean by defining 
7 = ÏI = WA-''ab,F> Vab.Fyab-^ WB-Xab.F) 
N 
»A + "b - »ab.F 
A A A 
= + ^ ab + , (4.257) 
N 
Since y^ . is a ratio estimator, it is biased. We may assess the bias of 
yp by expanding (4.257) in a Taylor series about the expected values of 
ya^ Yab^ yb Ngy^ p. It thus may be shown that 
E(yF) = Y + 0(l/n) . (4.258) 
To find the variance of y^  we again utilize a Taylor series 
expansion. From (4.257) we note that 
_ A A A A 
yp = KYa,YabAb,N) . 
The variance of y^  can be found as follows: 
Var(yp) = E [y^ . - E(yj.)J  ^
= Var(Ya)A^  + VarCYgyyAg + Var(Y|))Ag 
+ Var(N)A| + 2Cov(Ya,Ya^ )A^ A2 
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where 
and 
+ 2Cov(Ya,Yb)AiA3 + 2Cov(Yab,Yb>^ 2^ 3 
+ 2Cov(Ya,N)AiA4 + 2Cov(Yay,N)A2A^  
+ 2Cov(Yb,N)AgA^ , 
_ a f |Ê(Y ) ,E(Y^ E(îp ,E(S)] 1 
à?3  ^
 ^  ^ d£ [E(ïa),E(Ï3t,),E(Y,,),E(H)] ^   ^
" « 
A . d£[E(Yp,E(?^ )^,E($^ ),E(fi)] _ ^ 
af[E(V,E(Y3i,),E(Yi,),E(N)]_ ,,,, 
àS ' ^  ' 
It follows that 
Var(yp) = [yar(Yp) + Y^ VarCNg^  p) 
- Z^ arCNgb^ p) (Ygb-Yg-Yy)] . (4.260) 
A /\ 
Utilization of the variances of Yp, (4.199), and Ng^ p^, (4.104), allows 
us to express 
Var(yp) = -y  
N 
«aCA-'A) ,2 
n. = K 
A 
+ 8.2 
— Yy 
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+ lj - 2«ab-V\)] 
w 
"aCA-'A):»  ^"abWA^ B-Wsfb "bO^ -'B)»^  
————— + _________ + ______ 
n, K n. B 
where 
, «aWbd-W (l-fg) Ptab-^ a-^ b-^ ) ' 
WaV"B"a»-V+"'A"b(l-V 
K = nANfi-HiBNA-nAnB j 
= "A/NA 
+ 0(l/n2) , 
and 
^B ~ "B/% • 
(4.261) 
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V. EXTENSION TO THEEE OVERLAPPING FRAMES 
We now asstime that frames A, B and C cover the population. Simple 
random samples of sizes n^ , n^  and n^  respectively are drawn without 
replacement from the three frames. We again assume that the frame sizes, 
N^ , Ng and N^  are known. The situation of three overlapping frames 
generates seven domains, the sizes of which are assumed unknown. The 
relations of the frame sizes and domain sizes are 
«A - «a + "ab + "ac + "abc' 
"b = "b + "ab + "be + "abc (5 2) 
and 
= "c + "ac + "be + "abc- <5.3) 
Since N^ , Ng and N^  are assumed known, it is necessary to estimate 
only four domain sizes: N^ ,^ N^  ^and N^ ^^ . Expressions (5.1), 
(5.2) and (5.3) can then be utilized to find estimators of N , N, and 
a D 
«c-
One possible estimating scheme, Cochran (5), is an extension 
of Hartley's estimator to three frames. The resulting estimators are 
J £abVâb,îâ^ , (5.4) 
 ^ "A -B 
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Pb/s^ bc %c^ c"bc g\ 
-be — + 
and 
: ^I^A^àbc Pfi^ B^ abc Pc^ c^ 'ibc 
N , + + . (.5./; 
abc n^  ng n^ . 
The above notation is an extension of that used In the previous chapter. 
For example, n^ ^^  Is the number of elements known from frame A con­
tained in domain abc. Similarly, n^  ^elements were drawn from frame B 
and n'V elements were drawn from frame C. One, two or three primes 
abc 
as superscripts on the 'domain sample sizes indicate the number of 
elements drawn from frames A, B and C respectively. 
The variances of these estimators, conditional on the weights used, 
are given approximately by the following expressions: 
. ''ab''ab''A "a " "ab a^b^ ab^ B "ab „ 
H— r-' (5-*) 
A A B B 
varm ) ; AmfA , (3.9) 
ac n. N. N„ ' 
V3.d ,. fkàA 
"b "b "c "c 
and 
„ . ""^ abc^ B "a" "abc •'B^ abA t " "abc 
'"«abc'  ^ 5%- 5^  
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''c^ abc^ C "c'^ abc , 
These variance forms assume that the sample sizes In each domain are 
binomial random variables. Thus the approximations of the variance 
expressions are valid if the ratios n^ /N^ , n^ /Ng and are small. 
It is possible to find expressions for the weights p and q that 
for given sample sizes will minimize the above variances. This pro­
cedure yields 
and 
\ " ^ab (5.12) p ta 
"a . "B 
A^-\b «B-^ ab 
A^ 
»ac = • (5.13) 
V\c Vac 
"B 
V^ bc «rte 
"i 
P4 = 
«1 - «abc 
 ^ "a . "B . "C 
(5.15) 
+ 
«A-«abc «B-«abc «C'^ abc 
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Expression (5.15) is valid for i = A, B and C. The expressions for the 
q's in the variance formulas (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) are found by 
utilizing the fact that p + q = 1 for each p. 
Cochran (4) also considered the problem of optimizing the weights 
and sample sizes simultaneously. The criterion chosen for this esti­
mating procedure is the minimization of the variance of the estimator, 
N, of the total population size, where 
" = «A + "B + "c - "ab - "ae - "be + ^ "abe <=• 
and 
VarW) = Var  ^ + 2n^  
A 
+ Var ^  
15 
+ Var ^  + "i,c%c + 
If the samples are of sufficient size to allow use of the standard 
multinomial theory, 
Var(N) = ^  {Pab«i(l " «!> + P^ Jid " Yi> + 
A 
- 2<VlWac + 
+ ^  - «2) + Pbc^ l^  ^- ^ 1) + - ^ 2) 
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where 
«2 
+ ^  'V^ 2W - Ï2) + - »;) + 4Pc<3(l - '3) 
- 2<:^ 2®2Vbc + 2^ 2S'îacPc + 2^ 2'3%cV' 
fa 
°1 " K. ' 
"ab 
« 2 = 5 7 .  
6 1 = ^ .  
^ 2 = ^ -
y = &Ç 
*1 N. 
Y 2 - e  
N , 
«1 = ^ . 
A 
and 
N 
62 -
abc 
N. 
B 
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N 
"^ 3 = 
abc 
N. 
(5.19) 
To simplify subsequent expressions, (5.18) may be expressed as 
Ng 
—  A +  — B + - ^ C .  (5.2 0 )  
"a "B 
Assuming a cost equation of 
<= "=a"AVB + Vc (s-21) 
the optimum values for the sample sizes yield the ratios 
A 
=B "B (V 
"A "a (Cj A ) ' « '  
!b , !B 
""c (CgC)^  ' 
and 
!a (v"" 
"c ' "c (c^C)*® ' 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
where A, B and C are as defined by (5.18) and (5.20). 
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The partial derivatives of (5.18) with respect to the various p's 
when set equal to zero, yield the following system of five equations 
in five unknowns. 
"A 
K7 - PacVl -
A 
= ^  - Pab^ Z^^ l - V - Py^ ag^ l - 2PB«2^ 2^ ' <5.25) 
B 
NT 
 ^'PaJl" - - Pab"l^ l -
A 
 ^Kl - Pac'^ 2<^  - - Yz^ zCl -
- 2y2«3(1 - Pa - PB>1 • (5.26) 
 ^[Pt,6l<l - Sj) - a^ B.d - p^ ) - 2BJ62P3I 
 ^[(1 - Pt,)62(l - 62) - Y^ S^ Cl - P^ ,) 
28253(1 P^ PR^ '^ (5.27) 
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"A 
f - STlSlPac] 
A 
«c 
— [4(1 - - Pb)53(1 - Ô3) - ZYgGgCl - P^ )^ 
- ZBgggCl - p^ ;^] (5.28) 
and 
4 
— - gg) - 2a2«2Pab " 
Ne 
— [4(1 - p^  - Pb)53(1 - 53) - 272*3(1 - Pac) 
- 29263(1 - Pb^ )] . (5.29) 
Since the equations for the p's involve the n's and the previous 
set of equations for the n's involve the p's, Cochran recommends that 
an iterative procedure be used to find solutions for the sample sizes 
and weights. 
In Chapter 4 we recommended the use of  ^ when duplicated items 
were not identified and when the number of duplicates was 
determined. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator, however, was the only 
estimator considered that was unbiased. Thus we will first consider 
its use when sampling from three overlapping frames. 
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Recall that the general form for the Horvitz-Thompson (11) estimator 
is 
n Y 
Y = Z . (5.30) 
i=l 
For the case of two overlapping frames, we defined 
= 1 if the i'^  element in domain ab was drawn into the 
sample, 
= 0 otherwise. 
where i = 1, 2, ..., (5.31) 
With Z^  as defined in (5.31), it followed that 
° .A -A-B • 
where 
% ° *1' 
the probability that the ith element in domain ab would be included 
in the sample. Recall that if the ith element were drawn from both 
frames A and B, it was counted only once. 
In the case of three overlapping frames, will remain as in 
(5.32). By similar definitions of Z^  for domains ac and be, it can be 
shown that 
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N (5.33) 
Vc + VA - Vc 
and 
b^c ~ OgNg + n^ Ng - n^ ng ' 
where n^  ^and n^  ^are the number of distinct elements sampled from 
domains ac and be respectively. 
The derivation of is more complex. Again a random variable 
can be defined as 
= 1 if the ith element of domain abc is drawn into 
the sample, 
= 0, otherwise, 
where i - 1, 2, ..., (5.35) 
Careful consideration in the formulation of must be given 
the construction of the probability of inclusion in the sample, n^ , 
for any element in domain abc. For the case of two frames, ir^  for 
domain àb was of the form 
Prob (i drawn from frame A) 
+ Prob (i drawn from frame B) 
- Prob (i drawn from both frames A and B). (5.36) 
The expression (5.36) can be extended for three frames to 
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Prob Ci drawn from frame A) 
+ Prob (i drawn from frame B) 
+ Prob (i drawn from frame C) 
-P (i drawn from both frames A and B) 
-P (1 drawn from both frames A and C) 
-P (i drawn from both frames B and C) 
+ P (i drawn from frames A, B and C). (5.37) 
Expression (5.37) holds for i = 1, 2, ..., After some algebraic 
manipulation, 
IT 
i 
WB - "B 
abc (5.38) 
Therefore 
(5.39) 
where 
n . , = n', + n", + n"' - n , 
abc abc abc abc abcAB n abc» AC 
b^cBC "abc'ABC (5.40) 
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In expression (5.40) the subscript abc followed by capital letters 
denotes the number of duplicates In domain abc drawn from the Indicated 
frames. For example, GgbcAB indicates the number of elements In 
domain abc drawn from both frames A and B. The notation n, followed d 
by small letters In the subscript will be used to Indicate the number 
of duplicates In that domain. For example, n^  Is the number of 
duplicates In domain ab. 
To develop estimators similar to N , and N , _ recommended In 
ab,s ab,F 
Chapter 4, we must find maximum likelihood estimators of N , when 
abc 
duplicated Items are and are not Identified. 
If It can be assumed that the sampling fractions n^ /N^ , Ug/Ng 
and n^ /Ng are small enough that the random number of observations In 
each domain Is approximately blnomlally distributed, Bryant and King 
(3) showed that for replacement sampling the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the four overlap domain sizes, N* , N* , N* and N* , 
ab ac be abc 
are the solutions of the following set of four equations. 
"àb "a \ 
N*. N, - H* - N* - H*. N„ - H*. - N* - N*. 
ab A ab ac abc B ab be abc 
= 0, (5.41) 
-le + C n 
N* 
ac 
N. - N* - N* - N* 
A ab ac abc N_ — N* — Nj* — N*. C ac bc abc 
0,  (5.42) 
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"be + "be "b 
N* N_ — N*. — — N*. N„ — N* — — N*. be B ab be abe C ae be abe 
(5.43) 
and 
n' + n", + n"' n 
abe abe abe a 
N* N. - N* - N* - N* 
abe Â àb ae abe 
n 
e 
= 0- (5.44) 
N„ — N*. — — N*. — N* — — N* 
B ab be abe C ae be abe 
Slnee all the domain sizes being estimated are in each of the 
equations and the system is not linear in these quantities, it was 
suggested by Bryant and King that the system be solved by an iterative 
procedure. Because of the complications involved in formulating the 
estimators, no variances were given by Bryant and King. 
These maximum likelihood estimators do not identify duplicated 
items and could be used in formulating estimators similar to  ^
considered in Chapter 4. 
Using the technique of Feller (7) as in Chapter 4, it is possible 
to find maximum likelihood estimators of N , , N , N, and N , that 
ab ac be abe 
do not necessitate the assumption that the domain sizes are approx­
imately binomial. These estimators will be functions of the number 
of duplicated items. For domain abc it can be shown that the like­
lihood function of N , is 
abe 
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(::) e i'é (5 
c;) 
pab \ /^ ab ~ "àb \ /^ bc\ ( "abc ] f^ abc " "abc \ 
"^d-aV "^ab - Vab^  HJ "^abc-AB^  "^abc " \bc'J 
0 
C") (.'"j 
d*ac d«ac d'bc d'bc 
"^abc ^  "abc "abcAsj 
abc* ABC 
' N , - n', 
abc abc 
"abc ^  "abc'AB 
"abc " "abc-ABC/ (!=) (5.45) 
The ratio of the likelihood function of N , to that of N , -1 
abc abc 
is again set equal to one. The greatest integer less than the solution 
is the maximum likelihood estimator of N , . 
abc 
We may now extend  ^to three frames by defining 
N Pab\"Ib , a^b^ B"ab , " ^ab ~ 'ab^ \^ B"d' 
ab,F n. n„ n^ n^  
AB (5.46) 
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Pac^ A*àc a^c^ C*ac ^^'^ac'^ac^^^C^d-kC _ 
N _ = + + , (5.47) 
ac,P n^  "c Vc 
• Pbc^ B°bc 'bc®C°b'c '^ "''bc"'bc'Vc^ d-Bc „ 
N. _ = + H 15.48; 
bc.F ng ng Vc 
and 
Pl^ A^ àbc . Pz^ B^ abc . P3^ c"abc . P4VB'^ abc-AB 
N , „ = + + 4 
abc,F n^  «B n^ , n^ n^  
P5^ A^ C*abc.AC ^  ^ e^ B^ C^ abc-BC 
Vc 
+ ^ "^Pl"P2~P3"P4"P5"P6^ \^ B^ C%bc'ABC 
where the p's and r's in expressions (5.46) through (5.49) can be 
found for given sample sizes to minimize the variances of estimators 
of domain sizes. 
We developed in Chapter 4 the weights p^  ^and r^  ^necessary to 
find p. The weights necessary to find  ^and  ^are 
developed in an identical way. The same method is utilized to find 
the weights needed for j,; however, a system of six equations 
in six unknowns must be solved to define N , _. Thus the three frame 
abc,F 
extension of  ^is of limited practical utility unless an electronic 
computer is readily available. 
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The weights that result in the formulation of N , N N, _ 
" ab,F' ac,F be,F 
and N , „ will be functions of the unknown domain sizes. If the duC 
maximum likelihood estimators of the domain sizes are utilized in 
constructing the weights, the resulting estimators will be similar 
to p. It follows that the estimator of Y comparable to that 
was recommended in Chapter 4 is 
~ " ^ab,F " ^ac,F ~ ^ abc.F^ a^ 
% ~ \b,F " \c,F ~ \bc,F^ b^ 
~ ^ ac,F " ^bc,F " ^ bc.F^ c^ 
+ ^ ab.F^ ab + + ^ bcF^ bc + Ndbcpfabc ' <5.50) 
The theory of sampling from three overlapping frames has not been 
fully developed. The recommendations developed for the two frame 
case have been used as a guide in attacking similar problems in the 
case of three overlapping frames. Thus we have provided only an 
indication of the estimators that could be utilized when sampling 
is from three overlapping frames. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
Once a population to be studied has been properly defined, a list 
of sampling units known as a frame must be available. A complete 
listing of the population may be accessible. If such a listing Is 
not complete, or if partial frames from which sampling is more econ­
omical are available, the sampler is in a position to utilize multiple 
frames. If the frames to be utilized are not mutually exclusive, 
special approaches are necessary to estimate the characteristics of 
the population. 
Although any number of multiple overlapping frames could be 
utilized, we have been primarily concerned with developing estimators 
and their properties for two overlapping frames. For two frames, A 
and B, we have elements contained in frame A only, in frame B only 
._.,.anë là'both frames. These sets of elements comprise domains a, b 
and ab respectively, where those elements common to frames A and B 
are said to be contained in domain ab. 
It is assumed that the frame sizes, N. and N„, are known. We 
A B' 
further assume that simple random samples of sizes n^  and n^  are 
selected from frames A and B respectively, where 
(6.1) 
and 
"B ° "âb + °b- (6.2) 
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In expression (6.1), n^  is the number of elements drawn from domain a 
and n^  ^is the number of elements drawn from the overlap domain, ab. 
Similar definitions hold for n^  ^and n^ . The number of elements in 
the domains, N^ , and N^ , may or may not be known. We considered 
first the case of known domain sizes. The estimator of the population 
total for some y-characteristlc originally proposed by Hartley (10) 
is 
\ ' Va + "ab'Pyàb + '^ ab) + Vb" 
Lund (13) proposed 
\ ' Va + "ab^ âb + Vb- (6-4) 
where y*^  is the mean of all n^  ^+ n^  ^elements sampled from domain ab. 
We have shown that Y has smaller variance than does Y„. We then 
li £1 
established that 
= Va + "ab'ab + V^  «•=> 
has smaller variance than does Y^ . In (6.5) y^  ^is the mean of the 
n^ y = n^ y + n^  ^- n^  distinct elements sampled from domain ab. The 
number of duplicated elements that were drawn into the study from both 
frames A and B is denoted by n^ . The allocation of sample sizes to 
minimize the variance of Y^  subject to the cost constraint 
c = Va + % (6-G) 
was developed. We also considered a method due to Fuller (8) that 
yields an unbiased estimator of Y when some sample domain sizes are zero. 
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The problem of estimating Y when the domain sizes are unknown 
was then considered. To estimate Y we first estimated N , . The 
ab 
estimators of N and N, can then be defined as 
a b 
i - "A - ib («•" 
and 
"b = "b - "ab- 8) 
We considered estimators of for the situations of duplicated items 
identified as well as not identified. If it is impractical to identify 
the duplicated items, we recommend N , where N , is the left root 
ab,s ab,s 
of 
- fj) + HgCl - £4)]^ !, 3 
- - 'B> + "^"8" - Y + "B^A» - «A> 
+ "IbV^  - + ^ B'-^ b" - V + "ab<l - V = »• 
where 
A^ - if; 
A 
and 
fg = J, • (6.9) 
O 
Nab s variance that to terms of order n is the same as that of 
Nab g, the Hartley-type estimator of Nab» and that of the maximum 
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likelihood estimator, N , . However N , is unbiased to terms of 
ab, c ab,s 
order 1. N', „ and N , are unbiased to terms of order n. The 
ab,H ab,c 
development of  ^includes finite population correction terms. 
If these terms are ignored, N , reduces to N , , the maximum like-
° ab,s ab,w 
lihood estimator of that assumes sampling is with replacement. 
Several estimators of were evaluated when duplicated items 
are identified. We considered 
ib.l = P'lkb + + (1 - P - (G-IO) 
Expressions for p and r can be found to minimize the variance of 
N , ,; however, the resulting expressions for p and r are functions 
3D^ X O O 
of the unknown domain sizes. The use of p and r results in the 
•^ o o 
estimator N , .. The maximum likelihood estimator of N , that 
ab,l ab 
utilizes n^  and assumes sampling is without replacement, 
be used to define 
can 
m 
= »A - \b,m (*'") 
and 
*b - *3 - \b,m- (6.12) 
N , is then used to estimate p and r . The resulting estimator 
ab,m o o ° 
N . „ has smaller variance than N , , the recommended estimator of N , 
aD,t ab,8 ab 
when duplicated items are not identified. The variance of  ^is the 
same to terms of order n as that of N , , and N , . However, N , „ is 
ab,l ab,m ' ab,F 
unbiased to terms of order 1. N , , and N , are unbiased to terms of 
ab,1 ab ,m 
order n. We also considered the Horvitz-Thompson (11) estimator in 
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this sl-t.tuatlo». The resulting estimator, H_T* unbiased; how­
ever, tî;he variance of to terms of order n Is greater than 
that 
Tlaeie estimator N , _ can then be utilized In constructing estimators 
ao,f 
of the I population total and population mean, where the estimator of Y is 
+ WB - ib.F'yb-
In (5,1 ) is the mean of the n^  ^distinct elements sampled from 
domain j ab. Tlius "Y_ utilizes a more efficient estimator of Y , than 
F ab 
estiinatoiors previously suggested. Also  ^is the most efficient 
estima^ ozor of thus far developed. 
We• then considered some of the previous attempts made in the 
situatio.on of three overlapping frames. This problem was not considered 
in deptl;h. We merely gave an indication of the previous work in the 
sltuatl.o.oa of three overlapping frames and attempted to indicate how 
the est;;iinators recommended for two overlapping frames might be 
applied 1 tc thzee overlapping frames. 
ALt.though new and Improved estimating schemes have been developed 
for muLt.tlple overlapping frames, further work needs to be completed 
before t the problem Is completely solved. The problems Involved in 
three OTiveilapjing frames have merely been Indicated. Much further 
effort :1s necessary to develop fully this problem. Also we have 
contlnusialHy assumed that simple random samples of sizes n^  and n^  
have bessen drawi from frames A and B. Further work should be done to 
develop < similar theory when the frames are sampled by schemes ôther 
than si.Djp3.e random sampling. 
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IX. APPENDIX A: 
ORDER RELATIONSHIPS 
When an investigation of a function f(x) is undertaken, it is 
interesting to observe the behavior of f(x) as x approaches a limit. 
In assessing the limiting behavior of f(x), we may compare it to some 
known simple function g(x). We consider the following three 
situations as described by Fuller (9). 
f (x) 
1. When f \ remains bounded as x tends to its limit, g(x) 
we write f(x) = 0(g(x)) and say that f(x) is at most 
of the order g(x). 
f 2. When tends to zero, we write f(x) = o(g(x)) and 
say that f(x) is of a smaller order than g(x). 
3. When tends to unity, we write f(x)/—'g(x) and 
say that f(x) is asymptotically equal to g(x). 
To make use of these concepts in our problem we visualize a 
sequence of finite populations composed of two frames, N^, N^^ with 
the overlap domain Simple random non-replacement samples of 
size n^ and n^^^ are selected from the populations. Thus we have 
the sequences n^, n^^, N^, and We assume that the 
sequences are such that 
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—— = fa constant for all i, (A.l) 
Ai 
rf—= fp, a constant for all i, (A. 2) 
Bi 
N - n., 
1 - f., a constant for all i, (A.3) 
Ai 
^Bi ~ "BI 
55 1 - f_, a constant for all i, (A. 4) 
Bi 
N , i 
a, a constant for all i (A.5) 
'^ Ai 
and 
^abi 
— 3, a constant for all i. (A.6) 
Bi 
In this sequence and n^ are of the same order, and we say they 
are order n. Thus the variance of n^y, 
\ - "A 
= H. - 1 
= (1 - - a)n^ + 0(1), (A. 7) 
is also of order n. 
We are primarily interested in the results that follow when 
f(x)/g(x) remains bounded as x tends to its limit. The following 
properties may be established using the definition given above in 
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situation 1 and the properties of limits. If 
f(x) = O(gCx)) and h(x) = 0(k(x)), 
f(x)h(x) = 0(g(x)k(x)) (A. 8) 
and 
f(x) + h(x) = 0(max(g(x), k(x))). (A.9) 
The concepts of order when applied to random variables are closely 
related to convergence in probability. The sequence of random 
variables converges in probability to the random variable X if 
for every e > 0 
lim P{|X^ - X| > e} = 0. (A. 10) 
n ->• 00 
We new give definitions for sequences of random variables analogous 
to those of order given above. The following concepts are developed in 
detail by Mann and Wald (14). Let {X^} be a sequence of random 
variables and g^ be a sequence of positive real numbers. We say 
is of probability order g^ and write 
(A. 11) 
if for every e > 0 there exists a postive real number, such that 
P{|X^| ^ M^g^} ^  e (A. 12) 
for all n. 
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From Chebyshev's Inequality we know that If X Is a random 
variable with finite variance, then for every e > 0 and finite A. 
P{|X - A| ^ e} ^  . (A. 13) 
E 
We can utilize Chebyshev's inequality to show that any random 
variable with finite variance is bounded in probability by the square 
root of its second moment about the origiifT That is, we wish to 
show 
X = 0 ([E{X^}]S. (A.14) 
n p n 
Expression (A.14) holds if 
P{|X^| ^ Mg[E{X^}]^} ^ e (A.15) 
for every e > 0 and some positive real number It follows from 
Chebyshev's Inequality that 
P{ I X I ^ M [E{ X^} ] } ^  -y (A. 16) 
K 
-h if X^ is a random variable with finite variance. If = e , 
expression (A. 16) is identical to (A. 15), and we conclude that any 
random variable with finite variance is bounded in probability by 
the square root of its second moment about the origin. 
Similarly we can show that if X^ has a zero mean or a mean of 
lower order than its standard error. 
X^=Op(an), (A.17) 
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where 
a = VarCX ), 
n n 
(A.18) 
Thus we wish to show 
P{|X 1 ^ M a } - e. 
' n' en 
(A. 19) 
If the random variable has finite variance, we know from the 
Chebyshev inequality that 
P!|\l - Vn> ' 1 1 + n (A. 20) 
Since we have hypothesized that has a mean of lower order than its 
2 2 
standard error, is bounded in probability by some positive real 
—k 2 k 
number Thus if we let = e ^(1 + ) , expression (A.20) 
becomes 
H|x„l -
Thus we have shown that X = Op(a ) when it can be assumed that X 
n n n 
is a random variable with finite variance and a mean of lower order 
than its standard error. 
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APPENDIX B: 
PROPERTIES OF n^, AND 
Assume that simple random non-replacement samples of size n^ and 
Ug are taken from frames A and B respectively. Thus n^, n^^, n^ and 
n^y are distributed as hypergeometric random variables. We will 
develop in detail the properties of these random variables utilized 
in the text. By definition 
"A = 'a + °àb (B'l) 
and 
"b = % + ^ab • (B'2) 
If X is a hypergeometric random variable it has the density 
(m)( N \ 
fW = /mVn\ ' X = 0' 1' 2, ..., n, (B.3) 
I " J 
where M is the total number of elements in the population possessing 
the.characteristic^of interest and M + N is the total population size. 
It is well known that 
EW = (B.4) 
and 
VarW - V " - . (B. 5) 
(M + N) (M + N - 1) 
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In our problem 
(:•) & 
= 0, 1, 2, ..., n^, (B.6) 
^V 
and 
fCiib) = 0 0 (Ï) n^ = 0, 1, 2, n B" (B.7) 
It follows that 
^a E(n^)=^V^, (B.8) 
"B \ 
E(Y = -r, (B.9) 
B 
n.N N , (N. - n.) 
Var(n ) = ^ ^ ^ — (B.IO) 
"i^A - " 
and 
VarCiy,) = " V 
NgCNg - 1) (B.ll) 
Similarly 
c?) (:•) 
a = "^zïrr* ^ âb = 0. 1. 2, n^. (B.12) 
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and 
Thus 
K) 
n. N , 
«"i.' ' - «•"> 
A 
(B 15) 
B 
n N N , (N. - n ) 
VarCn' ) = ^ ^ ^ — (B.16) 
">8 - " 
and 
VarCn") = ' V _ 
"" <(% - 1) 
We now consider the covariances of n^, n^^, n^ and n^^. Since 
sampling is Independent in frames A and B, 
CovCna, n^) = Cov(n^, n^^) 
= Cov(n^y, n^) = Cov(n^^, n^^) = 0. (B.18) 
The evaluation of Cov(n^, n^) and Cov(n^, n^^) is obtained by noting 
Cov(na, n;^) = Cov(n^ - n^^, n^^) = -Var(n;^) (B.19) 
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and 
CovCnfa, = CovCng - n^^, n^^) = -Var(n'^^). (B.20) 
Expressions (B.19) and (B.20) may be verified by utilizing the 
general covariance expression 
Cov(x, y) = E(xy) - E(x)E(y). 
To find E(xy) consider 
N ] 
x = 0, 1, 2, ..., k (B.21) 
I ^ J 
Then 
and 
If 
and 
y = 0, 1, 2, ..., k - X = k'. 
k' 
EW = S5-Ï •  i , ' 0 - J  
m + M* + N\ 
I k j 
J. i ("I;*. - : - J • 
= X - 1 
Z, = y - 1, 
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k-1 k'-l 
E(xy) = N M' Y Y /M-l\ /M'-IV N \ (« + « '+ Zj=0 2^=0 I  V V Z; K'^-h-h-V 
Utilization of (B.22) allows us to express 
X MM'kUM + M' + N - 2)1 
- (M + M' + N)î (k - 2): 
MM'k(k - 1) 
CM + M* + N) (M + M' + N - 1) * 
It follows that 
'A("A - l)«a«ab "K^ab 
Co'C-a. "i,' = N.(N. - 1) 3 
A^"A N. À 
(B.23) 
- » 
= -Var(n^^) . (B.24) 
In a similar manner it may be shown that 
Cov(n^^, n^) = -VarCn^^) = -Var(n^^). (B.25) 
We may collect the above results and present them concisely in the 
following variance-covariance matrix of (n^, n^^, n^^, n^). 
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°A''a''ab®A"°A^ WabWA-^A* 
"AWA"» "a^ A-" 
«AVab®A-V 
W» 
'A%b(W 
N^(Na-1) 
"^"ab^b 
NbWB-1) Nb(NB-I) 
(B.26) 
We will now develop the properties of n^^. Recall that 
°ab = "àb + "ab - "d • 
Thus 
where 
E(n^) = E[E(n^|n;^. n^^)]. 
Note that 
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f°àb'\ ("ab ~ °ab\ /*ab] fab " "ab) 
/ ^"ab ~ "d ^"d ^"àb " °d ' %) (:•) (B.27) 
Thus 
E(n^) = E "ab*ab N 
ab __ 
^A^B^ab 
% 
(B.28) 
and 
where 
«»ab> = ^  . 
= V: + VA - % (B.29) 
The variance of n^ may also be found using a conditional 
argument : 
Var(n^b> = ^^^Kb + ^ab - ^d^ 
= Var[E(n;^ + n^^ - n^ln^^, n^^)] 
+ ElVarCn;^ + n^^ - n^|n;^, n^^)3 
From (B.5) and (B.27) we have 
Varto^ln^j,, n'^ ) = ^"ab ~ "sA '^ab'ab'-^ab ~ "ab^ 
"i^ab - » 
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Thus 
Var(n^^) = Var n 
ab 
*ab^ab 
N 
ab 
+ E 
"àb^âb^ab " "àb^®ab °ab> 
(»ab-l)«ab 
= VarCn;^) + Var(n^^) - ^  Cov(n;^.n;^n^) 
ab 
ST C°*("ab '"Il,"llb) + 
"ab 
+ E 
-àb-'ab^ab - "lb)(»ab " 
("ab-^^ab 
(B.30) 
We first evaluate the last two terms of (B.30) which equal 
Var(np = Var[E(n^|ii^^,n'^^)] + E[Var(n^|n^^,n^^)]. (B.31) 
Now 
^^("Ib-âb) = +E{Var(n;^i.^in^^)} 
= Var "abVab 
H. + E 
"abWab^A - V 
VA-» 
Vab 
N. 
"B®ab''b®B - °A' 
NbWB-1) 
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Vab'S.WB-V . "Mb 
= + r 
KbCKJ-D N: B J 
- V 
4(N^-1) 
Thus we have 
Var(n^) ~ °B^ ^ V'B''a''ab®A " "A^ 
N^CNB-I) 
•'AVa''b<''A - V'B ' V 
N^W^-1) (Ng-l) 
1 J "A^ B^ ab 
*ab-l % N. 
% ^»AVab«A - V 
4 »i®A-» 
N. 
"B^ab "B^ab^b^^B " "B' 
L": Nb(NB-1) 
I^A^ab'^ A" '^ '*' "A^^^A " °A^1 k^ab^^ '"' "B^k^^B'^ BÏ! 
"i^B^A-y^B-" 
"a^B [»A\b'S"'B - °B)<»A-" 
+ Wab®A - V®B - » + %% - - "B' 
*W\ - V^B - V^ab - »' 
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"XWA - -» 
- "b'WA - " 
+ "B»a(»A - - " 
+ (% - "B - "A + BAB'^A - Y^B - V • (B-32) 
Note that (B.32) was found by conditioning on n^^ and n^^. To 
verify (B.32) we may find the variance of n^ conditioning on n^^ only. 
Then 
^("d'^ ab> = 
rk] (h -
V V ^"b • ""d ^ 
0 
(B.33) 
Now 
E(n^) = E[E(n^|n;^)] 
"ab^B 
N. B 
"a"B 
N % 
as above. Also 
Var(n^) Var[E(n^|n^^)] + E[Var(n^|n^^)] 
2 
^ VARCN;^) + E 
"B 
°ab"B^®B ~ "ab^ ~ "B' 
- « 
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N„(N - IL) „ 
+ ;;2Z—7- 'V("k> - - varC'lb)] 
-1) 
n n„N , 
[n„N (N, - n,)(N„ - 1) 
N^^CNA - L)(NG - 1) BA A A B 
+ N^NgCN^ - l)(Ng - ng) - - l)(Ng - n^) 
- "a^A - - "B>1 
n n_N , 
[n.BLCN. - 1)(N. - m.) 
N^jCNA - 1)(NB - 1) ° 
+ 'B*a(«A - aA)(»B - " 
+ (% - "a - "B + "abX^ - 'A)(»B - V • 
Note that (B.34) is identical to (B.32). 
We may now express the variance of as given in (B.30) as 
Var(n^) = Var(n^^) + Var(n^) + Var(n^) 
ab 
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To evaluate (B.35), we must find the indicated covariances. If we 
condition on n^, we may use the following approach. 
- Cov[E(n\b|n%b).E(D;&n%bl*ab)' 
+ E[Cov(n;^.n;^n^|n^)] 
= E(n'^ ^) Var(n;^) 
"X^'A - « (B.36) 
To verify (B.36), we will condition on n^^. Then 
+ E[Cov(n;^,n;^n^^|n;^)] 
- CovU^b-^àb^ '^V 
= E(."J VarfoV) = " V 
^  " X C A- W  
In a similar manner it may be verified that 
We may now express the variance of n^ as 
° - v<»B - " 
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+ VabVAWA - - °B> 
+ "A°B["A''»b''b»A - »(«B -
+ =B«a*ab(«A " "A>®B " « + Wt. " V®B " «B» 
+ %% - V^B - "B'Wab - «] 
^®4''B''a''ab''B®A " "A'^ B " 
- ^^AVabW^ - "(«3 - n,)] 
"abWA-'AX^B- V 
+ "a'b'^ ^A - 1><"b - " + *ab - «1 
+ =B»bWA - 1)(«A - "A»] • (B.38) 
In terms of Appendix A, 
Var(n^) = N^(l - f^)(l - f^) [f^(l - a)(l - f^) 
N 
1 + ab % + fg(l - B)(l - f^)] + 0(1) 
Hab(l - fA)(l - fB)[fA(l - «)(! - fs) 
+ f^fg + fg(l - g)(l - f^)] + 0(1) . (B.39) 
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Utilizing 
N. = N + N , Â a ao 
and 
= «ab + «b 
allows (B.38) to be alternatively expressed as 
Var(n , ) = 
«ah(«A - - =3) 
" WWB " 
{"abf - -A^E^B - "B' 
- + "aUB® - »A °B'j • 
where 
K = VB + VA • (B'40) 
We now define and K2 such that the variance of n^^ may be conveniently 
expressed as 
VarCn , ) = 
«X^A- "^"B - " 
where 
%! = K - "a"B®B - "B> - VA^A - V 
and 
^2 " \^B^^ " "A " (B.41) 
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We may now express several Important covariances as functions of 
the variances and covariances derived above. For example, 
- "àb-'àb + - =d) 
= -Var(n^) + Cov(n^,n^), (B.42) 
and 
Covtoab.n^) = Cov(n^ + 
= -Var(n^) + Cov(n'^,n^). (B.43) 
To evaluate (B.42) and (B.43), we must find expressions for the co-
variance of n', and n, and for the covariance of n", and n,. First 
ao d ab d 
= Cov[E(n;^|n;^),E(na|n\b)] 
+ E[Cov(n;^,nJn;^)] 
= Gov 
'^ àb'^ àb N 
JD 
^ Var(n;,) = ' V _ 44) 
Similarly, 
Cov(n^.n,) = ' V _ @.45) 
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Thus 
^ , , Wab^A - °A> , "AWab^A " V 
C°v(»a'"ab) -2-, + 3 
Va - " WA - » 
•'A''a''ab<''A - - V ^.46) 
and 
CovCn ^,n^) . - °B''ab'S.<''A  ' Y . (B.47) 
"A-I^B - W 
The covarlance expressions of each of the sample sizes with n^ 
have now been derived since 
Cov(n^,n^) = Cov(n^ - = -Cov(n^^,n^) , (B.48) 
Cov(n^^,n^) = Cov(n^^,n^) + Cov(n^y,n^) - Var(n^) (B.49) 
Cov(n^,n^) = Cov(ng - n'^^.n^) = -Cov(n'^,n^). (B.50) 
Recalling the definitions of Appendix A, 
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«àb 
and 
• Â 
we may summarize the results of this appendix: 
Var(n^) = (1 - f^)n^a(l - a) + 0(1), 
Var(n^) = (1 - fg)ngg (1 - g) + 0(1), 
Var(nd) = f^fgN^^[f^(l - fg)(l - B) + fg(l - f^) (1 - a) 
+ (1 - f^)(l - fg)] + 0(1) 
= - £3)6(1 - 6) + (gii^d - (^)o(l - a) 
+ -  V + "<"• 
Cov(n^»rf^) = n^fgOd - a) (1 - f^) + 0(1), 
Cov(nd,na) = -Cov(n^,n;^), 
Cov(n^,n'^ ^) = f^ngd - fg)6(l - B) + 0(1), 
Var(n^) = ^ (1 - ^[^1 -«)(!- V 
+ fg(l - B)(l - f^) + f/gl+ 0(1) 
= (1 - f^)(l - fg)^0^0(1 - a) 
+ (1 - fg)(l - - B) 
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+ - yd - V + 0(1)' 
Cov(n^,n^) =• -(1 - fg)(l - - a) + 0(1), 
and 
Cov(n^,n^^) = -(1 - y(1 - fg)ng6(l - B) +0(1). 
If we further simplify the notation by setting 
Var(n^) = Var(n^^) = 
and 
Var(n^) = Var(n^^) = Vg. 
we have 
Var(n^) - - ^ (1 - V + 0(1). 
CovCn^.n;^) = fjV^+ 0(1), 
CovCn^.n^) = + 0(1), 
Cov(n^,n^) = -fgV^ + 0(1), 
Var(n^),= (1 - + (l -
+ "abVE^ - V" - V + 0(1) 
and 
Cov(n^,n^) = -(1 - fg)V^ + 0(1). 
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XI. APPENDIX C: 
VARIANCES OF THE HORVITZ-THOMPSON ESTIMATORS 
OF DOMAIN SIZES 
The variances of the Horvitz-Thompson (11) estimators of 
Na> N^ and N^ in the text were derived from the properties of the 
hypergeometric distribution. The general Horvitz-Thompson variance 
expression. 
N (1 - IT ) _ N (ir - ir ir ) 
i=l 
(C.l) 
yields identical results. Consider 
a,H-T 
(C.2) 
From (C.l) 
1 - N. 
V '^(«a,H_T) 
N. 
"a'"A - » 4 
K^A - » 
1 
N^CNa - 1) 
n 
N 
VA - » • ^ ' 
In a similar fashion, it can be verified that the variance of 
N IL 
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may be expressed as 
A 
The verification of the variance of N . „ „ is more difficult. 3D y nL""i. 
From (C.l) 
 ^ "ab^ ab - » 
K^(N^ - l)(Ng - 1) K"BVb<''A - »WB - « 
- K^(N^ - l)(Ng - 1)] , 
where 
" ° »A''B "B^ A • "A^ - (C G) 
It may be shown that the coefficient of (N^ - 1) in (C.6) is 
K^(N^ - 1)(Ng - 1) 
where 
= K(N^ - 1)(Ng - 1) - Kg 
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and 
Thus 
Since 
KZ = - 'A - °B)- (C-7) 
A o 
+ Vi^VB - » 
- (N^Ng - K) [K(«^ - l)(Ng - 1) - Kg]]. (C.8) 
V b - ' ^ '  ™ A - V ® B -  V >  ( C  9 )  
expression (C.8) may be written as 
A N_h(N. - n.)(N - n^) 
V"CVH-T>° ,2,,^ . - 1) (C.10) 
Expression (C.IO) is identical to the variance of N , „ (4.83), 
aD ,ri—i 
developed in the text utilizing the properties of the hypergeometric 
distribution. 
